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FOREWORD 

Over the last few years the Agency for International Development 
has created and put into use a program evaluation system 
which has helped significantly to improve both our assistance 
programs and our understanding of the development problems 
which those programs aim to solve. 

We cannot rest on past accomplishments. 

In .a 1972 memorandum to heads of Executive Departments and 
Agencies, President Nixon stated that: 

"Program evaluation is one of your most important 
responsibilities.· .. As the President's Advisory Committee 
on Executive Organization has emphasized, each Agency 
must continually evaluate its own programs." 

In AID 1 s highly decentralized o:rganization, Missions and 
individual project officers play an important role in program 
evaluation activities. This edition of the Evaluation 
Handbook is designed to stimulate and assist AID staff 
abroad and in Washington to do an even better job of evalu
ating in the future. 

vii 
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INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Agency for International Development and the for
eign governments it assists are faced with 'three basic issues: 
to identify the more important goals which need to be ad
dressed, to design activities which are most likely to bring 
about the desired changes, and to administer the activities as 
efficiently as possible. 

Each of these three issues can be met more successfully 
with the use of findings from evaluation of experience. As 
Sir Winston Churchill once said, "I pass with relief from the 
tossing sea of Cause and Theory to the firm ground of Result 
and Fact. 1I 

The material contained in the following pages represents a 
compilation and a condensation of the infor~ation on the Agency's 
evaluation system. It is presented in handbook form to assist 
evaluation officers, program and project officers, contract 
team chiefs, and anyone else concerned with evaluation. We 
hope that it will help them in the performance of their duties, 
and provide a ready reference work for all those interested 
in learning more about this subject. 

..... This second edition of the Evaluation Handbook was edited 
by Gerald Schwab, U.S. Operations Mission to Thailand, who 
together with' Philip Sperling, AIO/W, prepared the first 
edition. Significant contributions were made by Robert L. 
Hubbell, Ronald W. Jones, and Herbert D. Tunner, as well as 
the other members of the Program Evaluation Committee and many 
Mission Personnel. Special appreciation is expressed to Lea 
Knott of the U.S. AID Mission to Laos for her editorial 
assistance, to Joan Silver for managing production arrangements, 
and to Marilyn Steenburgh for her patience and skill in typing 
both the draft and the final copy. 

The second edition of the Evaluation Handbook was originally 
published in February of 1972. This second printing of that 
edition reflects demand ior copies both from AID and its 
intermediaries, and from other organizations. 

A.I.D. Washington 
September, 1972 ix 
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" [ THE WHAT, AND WHY OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 
I, 

I r 
I ~ One prematurely gray colleague characterized A.LO. as 

t ~ having a 
{, 

:1 20-year job with a I K lO-year plan, a 
; :\ 2-year tour, and a t ~ l-year appropriation. ! :1 \ 

~ 1 While the frustrations inherent in such a situation are 
~ 

:1 

obvious, it is clearly incumbent on A.I.D. to make the best 
h possible use of its resources a~ all times. It;s our conten~ 
r tion that evaluation can playa great part in this effort. r 

'\ 
r provided the find; ngs are applied to planning or' replanning. 
! 

f, ~t.4 '. If used properly, evaluation finciings should permit A.I.D. to 
Ir { materially impl"ove the quality of performance; if not so used, 
1 
l ~ evaluation is not worth the effort, despite its histt'rical 
r 1 interest. c 
f , 
! I The classic dramatic character, Lothario, when queried about 
¥ ~ 
! .! the secret of his success, explained that over a long period of 
~ ~ time he had found it most helpful to break each conquest down 
I ij , into three distinct parts: planning it, doing it, and then 
~ I) 
~ ! analyzing it to determine why it had (or occasionally had not) 
~ worked as planned. 

f 

if 

! A.I.D.ls analysis of its program management procedures also ,j 

I i ~ 
has identified three similar factors which look -- but are not 

~ 
always -- as easy as PIE. 

! i I ! 
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Deciding what (and how much) to do and 
how to do it; 

I - Implementing - Doing it; 

E - Evaluating - Appraising the actual results in order 
to determine effectiveness, significance, 
and efficiency. 

Evaluation provides the factual information about what happened, 
and ~hus become~ a key management tool for improving planning 
and lmplementatl0n of new and ongoing activities. 

~h:re appea~s to be.relatively little disagreement in 
deflnl~g plannlng and lmplementation. However, a discussion 
among l~terested parties resulted in a variety of definitions 
of the term eva lua ti on. 

- Some said it meant measuring progress toward a target. 
0..',,,, 

- Others said it was analyzing reasons for the outcome. 

- Still others said that there is no evaluation unless we 
look ~t th7 significance of a project, at linkages, at 
r7l~t~onsh!p~ to. sector.s, to economic development. to 
C1V1C partlclpatlon, to something bigger than the project. 

- Some said evaluation is a Project·Appraisal Report __ 
a PAR. 

- And others said, that an evaluation which produces only 
a PAR is PARalysis. 

A possible conclusion: Evaluation can be many things. It 
9an be ascertaining whether we are meeting the targets. And, 
lf not, why not? Should we do more of the same? Should we 
change? Should we quit? Do the targets make sense? Or, to 
use a somewhat more formal definition, program evaluation can 
be described as a systematic assessment of actions in order 
to improve planning or implementation of cui-rent and future 
activities. Itis one aspect of the intertwi~ed program 
management cycle consisting of planhing.'implementation 
and evaluation. ' 

Evaluation seeks to ~nswer three basic questioM; which 
sho~ld be asked of all klnds of assistance at all levels __ 
proJect, sector, c~untry program: 

3 

Effectiveness :- Are the targets for outputs and purposes 
being achi eved? What are the reasons for 
success or fa i1 ure? 

Significance 

Efficiency 

- Will the achievement of the targets con-
tribute to economic development or other 
higher goals beyond th~ project purpose? 
To what extent? ~Jhat are the activity's 
advantages over possible alternatives? 
What about side effects? 

- Do the benefits justtfy the cost? Are there 
more efficient means of achieving the same 
targets? 

The primary purpose of evaluation is to assist planners and 
managers in making decisions about programs and projects by: 

- Verifying the activity's appropriateness, and effectiveness 
in order to permit an informed decision about continuing 
the activity; 

- Providing a basis for selecting alternative courses of 
action;. and by 

- Ma ki ng 1 ess ons 1 ea rned a va i 1 ab 1 e for current or fu ture 
planning. 

In brief, evaluation is designed to assi.st management to 
obtain reasonably objective information ~bout projects and 
programs in a regular fashion so that lessons learned can be 
applied to current planning decisions or to future operations. 

Evaluation, as used in the context of this Handbook, 
differs material1,y from monitoring or from regular audits and 
inspections. Tn& latter are generally designed to appraise 
operations in order to determine compliance with management 
contr6lsand regulations. As such, they do not as'a rule 
challenge the choice of targets. Evaluation, on, the other, 
hand, questions the relevance of the project, challenges 
all aspects of the project design, examines performance of 
inputs and implementing agents, measures progress toward 
targets and may well result in redesign and replanning 
actir:ns. Audits may uncover inefficiencies in implementation 
or ~ lack of clarity in tal"gets which concern the planner and 
manager. Hence, evaluators must keep informed of audit 
fi'ndings and avoi'd duplication of ,work in looking at project 
effectiveness and efficiency. Finally, evaluation also differs 
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from proj ect monitori ng which is concerned with the day-to-day 
sUpervision of procurement, delivery, and installation of 
inputs, and the production of outputs to assure that progress 
is on schedule. ' A good monitoring system will, of course, 
make periodic evaluations much easier. 

, Aside from the primary purposes of systematic evaluations, 
there are likely to be derived from the process certain 
benefits which may be of equal or perhaps even greater value. 
These include: 

Sharper defi ni ti on of purposes and goals. Eva 1 ua ti ons 
have a way of exposing high-sounding projects which have 
not been reduced to measurable or verifiable targets. 
How does one evaluate a project which has as its pur
pose, "to hel p improve the qual ityll, lito expand and 
improve ll , or lito :increase the effectiveness ll of an 
institution (not to speak of making it IIviable ll ), 
when specific targets are not provided? At times, , 
the evaluation process wlll result in a more clearly 
defined purpose, thus providing a better basis for 
measuring progress and planning actions. 

- Improved understanding and internal communication. As a 
result of analyzing and discussing.a project~ vertical 
and horizontal intra-office conmunications are greatly 
facilitated. Technicians and contractors learn more 
precisely what is expected of them. Supervisors acquire 
a better understanding of the problems encountered by 
staff members, and vexing problems may for the first time 
be brought to the attention of top'management. 

- API (Anti-procrastination Incentive). Without going into 
the question of whether any component of A.I.D. could 
ever be accused of proc ras ti na ti on, it has been observed 
that an evalUation, or the mere scheduling of an evalua
tion, frequently causes offices to address themselves 
posthaste to elements known to be behind schedule or of 
poor quality, and to place these on their .. actionagenda., 

:~, . 
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Chapter II 

THE A.I.D. EVALUATION SYSTEM 

I I,d 1 i ke to know 
what this whole show 

is all about 
before it's out. 

Piet Hein 

The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as Amended, makes . 
explicit the expectation that the Agency will conduct eValuatlons. 
Part I, Chapter 2, Title V, Section 241 reads: 

(a) The President is authorized to use funds made 
available for this part to carry out programs of 
research into, and evaluation of. the pro:ess of 
economi c development fn 1 ess developed fn en~ ly 
countries and areas, into the factors affectlng.t~e. . 
relative successes and costs of development actlvltles, 
and into the means, techni ques, and such o~her ~spects 
of development assistance as he may.determ~ne, ln 
order to render such assistance of lncreaslng value 
and benefit. . 

.... 

A.I.D. Evaluation Process 

A.I.D. assigns primary responsibil~ty.for program eva~uation 
to the action units of the Agency. M1SSlons and approprlate 
AI'D/W offices are expected to appraise progress toward targets 
and also to consider the validity of the targets.thems~lves. 
Responsibility issQ, placed because only the ~ctlO~ U~ltS can. 
effectivelY make changes indicated by eva.1uatlOn flndlngs. ThlS 
requires a regular evaluation pr?cess wh~ch :alls for th~ 
systematic collectiona,nd analysls of obJect1Ve data, WhlC~ .. 
periodically brings a ~'ariety of ,viewpo~nts ~o ~ear on act~Vltles 
and problems, and which relates evaluatlon flndlngs to actlon I 
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decisions. This~process goes far beyond the preparation of 
reports, alt~ough it~ con~lusions may be recorded in reports. 
The process 1S descrlbed 1n detail in Chapter III. 

A.LD. Evaluation Organization and Responsibilities. 

, ~pecifi? e~a!uation activities are largely the responsi
b~lltY,of lndlvldual Missions and those AID/W offices charged 
wlt:h dlrect,supervis1on of specific programs. Coordination 
ana supportlng functlons are provided by the Director of 
Pro~ralll Evaluation in cooperation with AID/W offices and the 
~eg1 on~ 1 ,Bureaus. Internal coordi na ti on among these offi ces 
1S f~cllltated by their membership on the Program Evaluation 
Commlttee (PEC).1/ , which meets regularly to discuss 
procedures and to exchange information. 

Dire~tor of Program Evaluation, AID/W 

The Director of Program Evaluation, located in the Bureau 
for Program and Polic~ Coordi~ation, develops evaluation 
met~odology and coordlnates the evaluation activities of the 
varlOUS bure~us and staff offices. He arranges f.or the 
exchange o~ lnf~r~tion pertaining to techniques and results 
of evaluat~on wlth1n A.I:D: an~ with other donors; provides 
general gUldance,and tra~mng 'In evaluation; and conducts or 
~upports evaluatlon studles of Agency-wide policy and program 
lssue.s a~d pr?~lems. He carries out these functions in 
co?peratlon \<f,\,h the members of the Program t.valuation Committee 
Wh1Ch he chalfs. ' 

Regional Bureau Evaluation Officers:: 

Regi~nal Bu~e~u,eva.~uatio~ officers backstop the overseas 
evaluatlon a?tlvltles In the~r respective geographic areas, 
serve as advlsors on evaluatlon matters within the Bureau, and 
represent the Bureau on the A.I.D. Program Evaluation Committee. 

]j PEC members include representatives of each of the Regional 
Bureaus, the staff bureaus, and of the Office of Food for Peace, 
and the Auditor General. 

l_- .---~.-.----~ 

T 

Although their specific tasks differ somewhat from region 
to region, Regional Bureau evaluation officers are ge~erally 
responsi~le for: 

- faciHating AID/W review and use of annual evaluation 
plansj. Project Appraisal Reports, and special evaluations, 
and fqr coordinating ensuing conments and support to the 
Missions; 

- serving as the focal point in the Bureau for the collec
·tion and dissemination of evaluation experience, method
ology, and findings; 

- part'icipating in the selection and training of Mission 
evaluation officers and of special evaluation teams; 

- assisting in the introduction and supervision of the 
regional evaluation activities as well as participating 
in the conduct of these as need arises. 

The Program Evaluation Officer 

The primary res pons i bi 1 ity for ass uri ng adequate program 
evaluation rests with each Mission Director and AID/W 
Assistant Administrator. His attitude towards evaluation 
shapes that of his organization, and it is up to him how he 
specifically decides to organize for this purpose. To assist 
hiTh, he should have an officer responsible for the staff 
functions needed to make the evaluation system work effectively. 
Each Mission and AID/W office responsible for project activities 
has been asked to designate an evaluation officer for this 
purpose. 

The core assignment of the evaluation officer is to coordi
nate and facilitate the planning and carrying out of evaluation 
activities of the various office elements, in order to assure 
a unified and orderly annual evaluation program. For this 
core assi gnment, he is the systems. manager, and not the 
evaluator. 

The evaluation officer plans the organization's evaluation 
activities and participates in their execution to the extent 
considered appropriate under local circumstances. Since the 
reason for involving action officers in evaluation is to have 
them participate in the development of changes: in plans so that 
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they W~ll exec~te these changes, the evaluation officer loses 
eff~ctlven~ss If he completely takes over the evaluation. The 
actlon offl cers woul d then defend themsel ves aga i nst the 
evaluation officer rather than working with him. 

The elJaluation officer also directs the analysis a'nd dissem
~nation of evaluation dat~ -- both those data developed 
lnternally and those recelVed from other sources -- to insure 
~aximum utility of the fi~dings for program planning and 
lmprovement, and to facllltate the transfer of insights gained 
to other potenti a 1 users. . 

A.I.D. Reference Center (Memory Bank) 

Program evaluation assumes that we can learn from our 
experience. For the most part, lessons learned are used in 
the offices where the evaluation occurred in order to improve 
ongoing activities or to plan similar future activities. 
However, so~e conclusions based on experience in one country 
may be appllcable elsewhere. The conclusions may apply not 
only to the substance of pr"'ojects and programs, but also to 
techniques for studying feasibility or for conducting 
evaluations. 

. In the past, A.!.D. has been charac.terized as an Agency 
wlthout a memory. If a project manager sought reports en 
experience elsewhere, his technical backstep or desk officer 
had to. undertake a search to. discever where similar activities 
had been tried, and to locate reports frem scattered files. 
Regular retirement of records made it unlikely that reports 
over three years. ol~ <;=ould be easily:lecated. Within the recent 
pa~t, hewe~er, slgmflcant progress has been made in overcoming 
thlS amneSla threugh the establishment of the A.I.D. Reference 
Center. 

, Contents of the Memory Bank 

The A.I.D. Reference Center (MC), located in Reom 1656 New 
State Building, is popularly known as the Memory Bank. It 
consists of a central, permanent collection of selected IIAID 
memoryll materials -- e.g., reports and documents \'Jhich help in 
the transfer of A.I.D. experience. Highest priority is given 
to the collection of the following kinds of ma.terials: 

9 

- Evaluation documents and case studies: Materials that 
analyze A;I .0. experience in deve.lopment assistance 
situations. These documents describe the experience, 
as~ess accomplishments, and discuss possible alternatives 
for future similar situations. 

- Special Studies: Va~ious A.I.D.-generated spec~al studies 
or issues papers WhlCh analyze development asslstance 
problems. 

- Program documents: These include formal documents (project 
budget submissions, country fie'ld submissions, program 
memoranda) and informal documents (sector analyses, 
country programs, interregional programs, and others). 

Project documents: Substantive documentation such as 
Noncapital Project Papers (PROPs) and Project Appraisal 
Reports (PARs) which will enable users to draw on A.I.D. 
project experience. 

- Reports: F eas i b i1 i ty stud i es. A. 1. D. resea rch reports, 
various kinds of progress and terminal reports on.A:I.D. 
projects, and end-of-tour repo,"ts by A.I.D. techmclans 
and contractors • 

Mail rooms, contractors, etc., systematically send formal 
recurring documents, such as PROPs and PARs to ARC. However, 
many other valuable documents, su~h as special eva~uations, 
termination reports, issues papers, etc., may be mlssed 
unless originating officers remember to direct them to ARC. 
Documents of interest should be addressed as follows: 
Attention: PPC/ARC, Room 1656, New State. y If possible, 
two copies should be sent. 

Use of Memory Bank 

Overseas personnel should send requests for information to 
be obtained from Memory Bank materials through their Regional 
B4reau. This has the advantage that an informed backstop 

2/ Detailed instructions for sending documents to. the ARC are 
covered in the Annual Evaluation Plan messages, the Project 
Management Handbeek, the Dispesitien Handbeok, and the A.I.D. 
Procurement Regulatiens . 

. ... . . . . 

. I 
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Chapter III 

THE ANNUAL EVALUATION PROCESS 

Thet'e is measure ina n thi ngs. 

Horace 

The evaluation system is an integral part of the overall 
planning and management process. This section describes, in 
abbreviated form, some of the required background documentation 
and procedures. l/ 

Annual Program Evaluation Plan 

Each year, usually at or near the end of the fiscal year, 
appropriate A.I.D. Bureaus and Offices are requested to submit 
their evaluation plans for the coming year. Although the 
specific information to be provided will differ from year to 
year, three basic elements will usually be required; a review 
of evaluation activities carried ou~ during the previous year; 
a schedul'e of evaluations planned for the coming year; problems 
encountered and lessons learned in the course of the previous 
yej.r's activities. 

In order to relate the evaluation plan to the basic issues; , 
key officers must be involved in the formulation of the plan. 
Field Missions which have some type of evaluation review panel 
wi 11 fi nd ita useful forum for thi s purpose. . 

1/ In view of the changing nature of these procedures, and 
the fact that the Evaluation Handbook will not be reissued 
with every change, current Agency regulations should be 
consulted for specific guidance and instruction. 
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Project PropOsals 

Planning fo~ a11 types of assistance -- capital, technical,. 
food or a comb1nation of these -- should be based on a sector 
analysis and strat,egy statement. For each project, a proposal 
is required for AID/W authorization which relates it to the sec-. 
tor plan and describes its purpose, implementation, and inputs. 

Although the preparation of project proposals is relevant 
to this Handbook only insofar as the project proposal contains 
the targets and criteria against which later evaluations can 
be made, the imagrtance of planning for evaluation at the 
be innin of an activitJ within the context of the rO'ect 
proposal cannot be overemphasized~ 

By using essentially the same structure for both the Non
capital Project Paper (PROP) and the Project Appraisal Report 
(PAR), --A.I.D.'s basic evaluation document for technical 
assistance projects -- a significant step has been taken 
toward integrating the key etements,of the ~valuation process 
into project design at the outset. The definition of specTfic 
ta~gets, of the purposes they are to serve and of the means by 
Wh1Ch they are to be aChieved will greatly facilitate subsequent eValuation of performance. 

. It must be kept in mind in designing a project that it is 
1mportant not only to define the changes which are to result, 
but also to establish a baseline reflecting the original 
situation !n which changes are to be ma?~. Thus, it ,will not 
be enough 1n the long run to have PROPs. .which identify exactly 
wha~ is to be achieved by the end of the project (i .e., End-of
ProJect Status or EOPS) and how one verifies that these targets 
have indeed been achieved. It is necessary also to record the 
sta~us at the beginninu ?f the project (i.e., Beginning-of_ 
ProJect Status or BOPS) 1n such a fashion that subsequent measures can be made against it. 

. The final. step in.pl~nning evaluation aSJ~,~rt of a project 
1 s to determ1 ne the 1 nd1 ca tors or other' da ~ th~twi 11 be 
needed to ascertain progress. If Possible/~the planners will 
use existi~g sources of data, but they may ineed to arrange for 
~egu1ar co11ection of selected informa.tion as part of projeCt 
1mplementation. A special aspect of data collection may be 
~he Use of ~ comparable control group which will permit h€tter 
1nterpretatl0n of the causative relationships betwe.en project 

u 
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. . d··· h es. I f a contro'} group seems activltles and.obserre E an~hoUld include means to select 
practical, .proJecd,t P a. n~)lngt baseline and change data from control unlts an to co. ec 
them. y 

d d f v luation purposes will, of The amount ?f data neeu~e o~rt~eaproposal. For some types 
course, vary w~thlth~ n~~ose which illvolve tranches wh~r~ the 
of loans, partlcu dr 

y eeting certain specified condltlons 
second phase depen s.on.m. f a satisfactory scheme for 
in the first phase, ln~lud10nF~r certain non-capital projects, 
evaluation may be requ1re. imental nature or those for 
particularly thoselof antex~~~ details of conducting special 
institutional deve opme~f~ d as these go beyond the minimum 
evaluation~ may bed ~pe~;U~~ions providing for annual Project . AID guidellnes an lns 
Appraisal Reports. 

Implementation Plans 

. t PROPs deal more with gene.ra~ 
As life-?f-prOJect'~hc~m~i~~d tactics and schedules. The 

project des1gn than W1 e a ers although some may 
same is gene~ally trude °tf.~oanI~ ~ith~r case, specific plans contain cons1derable e al . 
of action are needed. 

. th Joint Project Implementation For noncapital proJe~ts, e ta es of the project, 
plan (PI~) is ~repa~ed l\~her~~~~~t~ongo'f the bilateral.Pro
usually 1n conJunctlontwl tPthe work schedule and certaln 
ject Agreement. It se sl~u such key inputs~~ personnel, 
output indicators, as we. aSe uirements. The progress of.a 
participants, a~d cO~O~~~Yh~dqtargets can be measured a~alnst 
project towar~ l~S es a .1S titative terms. Some proJects, 
th~Se output 1ndlcators.ln qu~~ institution-building nature, 
such as those of an a~V1S0? to quantitative measures. How
do not read!ly lend t emse ~~s hould be possible to pro~ide 
ever, even ln these ca~es, lo/behavior which can be obJec;.. 
~~~~l~e~!~~~i~~e~~ ~~id~~~! of achievement. 

. tat'on of loans is more complex The documentation fo~ lmplem~n a~t this difference reflects 
than for noncapital proJect~~.g· go~e~nme~t is more directly the fact that the coopera 1 

2/ For a detailed treatment of baseline data collection and 
comparisons~ see Chapter VI. 
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responsible for implementation and a 1 . 
conditions precedent each with't oan ~y.1nvolve various 
A loan may al d 'd h 1 sown spec1f1ed reports 
pared by engi~~erf~~nor ~:~~~~m~~t i~~~~~r~~~i~~r~~~ns pr~-

Whatever the formats and h h 
of the implement~tion plans ~h~~r~rm:k: ~~thor~h t~e to~ality 
fblnal objectives so that progress and compra~. e 1nter1m and 
o served and evaluated. e 10n cal'] be 

~~~~:~ii~~l~~;l~~t~f Technical Assistance and Other. 

Missions and AID/W off' . 
of technical assistance a~~e~e~~~f~n~~~le for th: administration 
are required to evaluate th er noncap1tal projects 
approach should enlist the j~d~~~~~~l~~d The se~f-evaluation 
knowledgeable personnel includ' b sUggest10ns of all 
teams, and insofar as p;a~tica,l n~f m~~ ers of co~tract and PASA 
and other donors. This a . 'h e co~perat1ng country 
eva!Uation should be condug~~~a~y g~~s.~ga1nst ~ast notions that 
~ud1tors, or other headquarters staffs(a~~~0~9-h1~~pechtors, 
1mportant roles to play) b . ey ave 
complete coverage and are-~ote~:~~~nO~~f1d~rs cann~t achieve 
recomme~dations into effect. To ac~~ev: 0:'- pu~t~ng 
evaluat10n, there i~ an establ' h d obJect1Vlty in self-1S e process. 

The Process 

The elements of the noncapital .• are: project evaluation process 

1. A logical framework in which the Mission or AID/W office 

(l) Defines project inputs t t 
in measurable or Objecti~~l~Uv!;i~~~bf!et!~~s~Oal 

(2) Hypothesizes -the causative linkage b t 
purpose, and goals; and e ween outputs, 

(3) Establishes the indicators that '11 . 
measurements or Verification of W1 h. perm1t subsequent 
defined outputs, purpose, and go:~. 1evements of ,the 

The logical framework' t· . 
rather, it sets the st~se"0 1tself an ev~luation device; 
consists of aetermlninggan~O~a~~~ ~yalua:10n. Evaluatioll 
project outputs were produced :Ih:th~~ wthether or not. the 

. 'ese outputs 1 n fact 
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achieved the project purpose, and finally whether this achieve
ment made a significant contribution, as planned, to the higher 
goal. By focusing on the causative linkages between inputs, 
outputs, purpose, and goal, evaluation avoids extraneous and 
irrelevant questions and looks for possible improvements. 

The logical framework requ'jres reexamination of the original 
design of the project as an integral part of the evaluation. 
It permits a clear separation between manageable interests 
(mandging inputs to produce outputs) and those factors that 
appear to be beyond the project team's managerial control. 
Beyond th'j s stage, it is necessar.y to act a.s a soci al scientist 
in testing the hypotheses that (1) producing the pli.tnned pro
ject outputs will result in achieving the project purpose, and 
(2) achieveme'nt of this purpos(a will result in a significant 
contribution to a sector or program goal. The review of project 
design is then followed by an laxamination of (1) the performance 
of input factors (personnel, tlraining, commodities) and action 
agents (USAID, contractors, other donors, cooperating country), 
and (2) actual progress toward outputs, purpose, and goal. 

2. A ~ review, an interactive process among interested 
parties, is essential for reaching the best evaluative conclu
sions and determining future actions. Therefore, formal 
reviews represent an integral part of the process. The desired 
approach is a collaborative effort rather than a judicial in
quiry. The attendance at these reviews depends on the project. 
Some Missions have a regular evaluation panel consisting of 
such officers as the. Director, or Deputy Director, Program 
Officer, EValuation Officer and Controller, supplemented by 
people concerned with the particular project. The review might 
include representatives from the cooperating country government, 
other donors, or representa ti VE~S from AID/W (i n the case of 
Mission-managed projects). or the Mission (in case of AID/W
managed projects). 

3. A process manager who is respo~sible for helping project 
personnel analyze their projects 1n accordance with the logical 
framework, and for managing group reviews. Missions and AID/W 
bureaus and offices have designated an evaluation officer for 
this purpose. 

4. A simplified Project Appraisal Report (PA~), which conceived 
~as a low-cost by-product of the evaluation process, and which 
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is desi gned td provi de a penn nt d '. 
decisions arrived at during thaeneevarlueaCtO~ of t~e flndlngs and , , ~ lon reVlew. 

At first glance this approa h t l' . 
elem~nta~y, too pat, to provid~ a ~O~~af~~t~~~ ,may. appear too 
examlnatlonof the more profound aspects of eco~~r~ous 
opment. However, closer examination will h mle d~vel-
the forf!1C1t allows the \'!icl~st possible latit~/w /hat'l~ ~act, 
the pro~ect and its implications. Dependin e °trhexa f!1l m ng 
the proJect, or other co s'd' g on e Slze of 

;~fl~~i~~~i~~ ~:i~ee t~f ~o;hf~~~;~~~~n t~~/~~~~~;~~ ~~nt~~P1Y 
or other aspects.' e eXamlnat,on of causatlVe, linkages, 

The Concept 

Underlyi ng the concept of ev 1 t· . . 
much of what A I 0 is doi . a ua l~n 1S the recognition that 
such cannot be . e~p~cted to nge 1 ~u~~~~~}~fn~a 1 ,~~ na ture and as 
the development assistance "'process l'k In a. c~s~s. In fact, 
ment, may be described as a seri s' 1 e a sClentlflC experi
that i: donor and recipient coun~ri~: ~ypo~~eses. ~e ~nticipate 
a pred1cted output will occur Th' . rOVl e certaln lnputs, 
able. We then hypothesiZQ th~t ,.lS 1~ presumed to be manage
economic or social changes will 'f1fl th1S ~uthPut occurs, certain 
that, if these changes tak 1 0 ow. . e ypothesize further 
or national income or POli~i~afc~ia~~r~~h1gher living standards 
will be achieved. ) 1 1 :y or other broad goals 

The evaluator first co f' h"'" . 
intended outputs If not n rms t at.~nputs lndeed pY'oduced 
produce the outp~ts. He ih~~ ~scerta1~~ the ~hange~ needed to 
tests the hypotheses. Were theecom~~ ? e SQclal sC1entist who 
or impl i~it presumpti ons proveli~~o~~~ct~f ~~~h ~ha;. expl icit 
presumpt10ns moves evalUation beyond monitoringan~Sa~~rt~~g. 

To recapitulate the proce fl' 
logical progressio~ of a deve~~p~en~n~r~j~~t~h~Uld follow the 

(1) I: adequate inp4ts are provided t'h " 
w111 be produced:2! ' en planned outputs 

Y See Appendix A- Gl Qssat~y of Terms. ' 
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If these outputs are produced, then purpose will be 
aohieved. ') 

If purpose is achieved, then the planned degree of 
progress toward a higher ~ will occur. 

The first stage of the progression -- inputs to outputs 
is manageable. The next two stages -- outputs to purpose and 
purpose to goal -- are hypotheses which can be tested. Eva'lua
tion assesses progress at all stages and ch~cks linkages. If 
one stage does not lead to the next, evaluation reexamines the 
implicit presumptions and considers alternatives to the 
mixture of inputs or to the nature of the purpose and goal. 

Note that the word manageable is used here in its twentieth
century sense. A manager promotes the cooperation of equals 
to achieve results; he does not act as a czar who issues orders. 
Especially in A.I.D., which operates in an "open system" with 
a cooperating country government and other donors, project teams 
need to use tact and persuasive means. When A.I.D. provides 
inputs to supplement cooperating country and other donor input.s, 
it a.ssumes a degree of responsibility for outputs in a complicated 
joint situation. Its power consists of knowledge, attention, 
and persuasion, and this is what modern management is about." A 
comparable sitiiation is the project officer for the launching of 
an Apollo shot to the moon, who cannot order the U. S. Navy 
to a~ploy ships in the South PaCific to recover the astronauts, 
but had better be sure such arrangements ar.e made before the 
launching. 

Use of this logical framework in evaluating projects demands 
that project progress be measured in two stages: First, inputs 
to output~ must be measured because it is necessary to measure 
that which management is expected to produce. Secondly, the 
evaluation process must then independently measure progress 
toward the project purpose. \The measurement of progress 
toward purpose must be independent of measuring outputs, 
otherwi se a 1 ogi ca'l fallacy res ul ts. It would not prove or 
test the hypothesis that if the output, then the purpose.) 

By focusing on independent measures of outputs and progress 
toward project purpose, the use of the logical framework should 
h,elp reduce management's preoccupation with inputs. Adopting 
the experimental viewpoint of a scientist, as opposed to that 
of a manager does not lessen management accountability and the 
distinction between the subjective and the objective. Produc
tion of outputs and achievement of purpose are objectively 

,I;, ... ~ ., 
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verifiable; the subjective element is the judgment that 
produci ng ,the outputs wi'll achi eve the purpose. To adopt the 
experimental viewpoint does not imply theft there can be little 
confidence in judgments regarding achiev~ment of purpose. The 
scientist states premise and process from which he. deduces 
certain probable results. An equally salient aspect of the 
scientific method is a painstaking review when results are not 
as expected. The careful and objective sorting of evidence 
is what assistanc.e managers must strive for, and the logical t 

framework was designed to suprort such a careful and objective 
process. The logical framework ;s shown in Figure 1. 

For the evaluation process to be useful, it must be carried 
out with the utmost candor and objectivity. Proposals to 
change or adjust shortcomings in strategy are the mark of 
alert and flexible officers who take advantage of experience. 
Adjustments may also be regarded as a necessary facet of the 
difficult process of trying to generate economic and social 
changes. 

Relation of Project Purpose and Program Goals 

A.I.D.'s present evaluation system is project oriented. 
'Although the elJaluation instructions provide fOl" scrutiny of 
major objectives, the causative link between the project 
purpose and the broader sector objectives or program goals 
for the particular country may be difficult to see. The 
linkages between project outputs and purposes, between 
purposes and country program goals or ,objectives are considered 
to be a series of interconnected hypotheses about economic, 
social, and political development. 

In a,ctuality, the impact of a small project such as a pilot 
agricultural school upon a broad objective, such as "self
sufficiciency in agriculture", is not going to be great and 
would be exceedingly difficult to trace. Such is the case 
when a country strategy includes such broad objectives as 
"reducing the balance of p(lyments gap" or "makjng the 
distribution of income in the rural areas more equitable." It 
could be useful then to approach a project from a different 
perspective; for example, to analyze it in relation to the 
sector goal. 

SECTOR OR 

FIGURE 1 

THE LOGICAL FRAMEWORK OF 
A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT 

OBJECT/VEL Y 
VERIFIABLE 

TARGETS LINKAGE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

Why 1s this project 

PROGRAMMING ~-
GO.AL ----------- projects not supported . i ~ 

higher priority than 

_ by USAID? (programmmg) 

. .. 

GOAL 

~ 

------

PROJECT 
~-PURPOSE 

1------

. 

L-____ ..... 

110w can we increase our 
IF PURPOSE ___ confidence that the goal 

------- --- --THEN GOAL will be achieved? 

What do we aspire to 
achieve with this 

END.OF.P~OJECT _____________ project? (programming 
- STATUS and project design) 

How can we increase our 
IF OUTPUTS ___ confidence that the pur-

---------- --THEN PURPOSE pose will be achieved? 

What could competent 
management be reasonably 

OUTPUT -- 1- ____________ expected to produce? 

INDICATORS 1-' 
OUTPUT 
TARGETS (project design) 

How can we increase 

-----
IF INPUTS __ efficiency - get more 

------------- THEN OUTPUTS ?utputs for comparable 
Inputs? 

INPUTS I-
__ BUDGET AND 

SCHEDULE 

What inputs must be 
1-_______ ..;.--- provided? When? 

(budgeting and control) 
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Approachin~ a project, particularly a small one, from the 
narrower ~onflne of the sector goal may provide a ro'ect 
manag~r wl~h a better framework within which to jU~geJthe 
relatlOnshlP between project purpose and higher ~foal. 

Evaluation of Capital Assistance 

Annua~ evalu~tion according to the aforementioned PAR 
$fg~e~~olsh:e~ulred for technical assistance component~ over 

, ,w lC . are part of capital projects. Other re uired 
eva~~ailon !or development finance -- which includes n~t only 
C~Pl a proJects but sector and program loans __ is u't 
~~~~s~~e~~, howevther, it is concentrated in the area ~/e~alua-

u les, ra er than encompassed by th t t' 
aPtp:oach adP~lied to technical assistance. ~h:y~a~~el~f :~~~al 
ua lOn stu les as they apply to a 't l' , -
other forms of d 1 ,c p! a ,assl stance proj ec ts o'ii;<,1 

imned! ately fOll~~~n~~m~~~p~~~a~~~ ~hed~~~~~d~~O~~ }~; chaptet 
carrYlng them out is described in Chapter V. 

... " 

t, 
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Chapter IV 

EVALUATION STUDIES 

Prob 1 ems worthy 
of attack 

prove their worth 
by hitting back. 

Piet Hein 

The other key element in the overall A.I.D. Evaluation 
System, in addition to the non-capital evaluation process 
described in Chapter III, consists of Evaluation Studies. 
These are defined as studies which encompass a deeper analysis 
than that involved in the annual project evaluation process 
(although the problem being studied, in the case of technical 
assistance, may well have been flagged during that process and 
recorded in the PAR); require technical or analytical skills 
which may not ,be available in kind or quantity in the Mission; 
or endeavor to answer questions b,eyond the project level. Eval
uation studies, in addition to being an instrument for conducting 
in-depth evaluation of on-going projects sattsfy several other 
needs which the annual non-capital project evaluation process 
was.J1ot designed to serve. These include evaluation of ter
minated projects; evaluation of activities v/hich cut across 
project lines, such as third-country training or multi-project 
or sector activities; and analysis of multi-country experiences 
-- a component of the evaluation system for which the Agency, 
through IISpring Reviews ll and other devices has been building a 
capability over the past few years. Finally. evaluation studies 

,are the area in which evaluation of development finance is 
concentra ted. 

There are three basic types of A.I.D. assistance to which 
evaluation studies are applied, and which need to be distin
gu; shed from each other because the eva 1 ua ti ve approach may 
differ somewhat between them. These aid categories are: 

.:. &;. 

"'. 
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~ Technic~liAssistance ~~ which also includes the special 
Category of Participant Training; 

~ Development Finance -~ which includes loan~funded capital 
assistance projects, sector loans, and program l.oans; and 

~ Food Assistance projects. 

Technical assistance is generally grant~funded, but occasionally 
is loan~financed, particularly under a comprehensive sector 
loan. Capital projects are generally loan-funded, but a few 
are grant~funded, mainly from supporting assistance. 

There are four basic types of special evaluations which 
may be applied to any of these aid categories, depending on 
the kind of information required. These types of evaluation 
are defined by the level on which the analysis focuses, i.e., 
project level, sector level, country program leVel, or multi~ 
country level. 

... 
In addition,. special evaluations may be done of assistance 

techniques and policies. These do not concern specific projects or programs. 

The various types of evaluation studies are described below. 
More detailed discussion of the methodology which can b~ 
applied to these is contained in the fo11o\'Iiog chapter, Chapter V. 

In~Depth Project Level Evaluations. 

In~depth project level evaluations can be and are regularly 
applied to each of the three types of A.I.D. assistance. 

Technical Assistance and Food Assistance: Despite the' 
value of the non-capital project evaluation system as a tool 
for evaluating individual projects and replanning activities, 
there rema,in instances in which in-depth evaluations of specific 
projects w'n lbe both appropriate and deSirable. In some 
instances, the annual evaluation process ':-- i.ncluding regional 
projects -~ may be instrumental in calling attention to the 
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f:2ed for an in ... depth study. JJ 

The reasons for an in-depth stlldy va ~y greatly,. bU~ they 
are likely to fall into one of the followll1g categones. 

- 0 ea raise a pro~ect's rationale or direction.and L ~xa~~ne planned/or alternative courses of actlon 
with the assistance of outside ?bserve~s o~ persons 
of specific technical or analytlcal Skllls, 

- To examine in depth some key linkage(s), perha~s 
identified in the course of the annual evaluatlon 
process; 

- To carry out extensive field ~tud1es in connection 
with the examination of a proJect s performance; 

- To establish a historical record and analysis covering 
the life of the project; and 

- To study completed or terminating.pr~j~cts. puttiryg 
special stress on recording the slgnlflcant technlques 
or lessons learned whic~ ~i~ht be transferable or 
applicable to other actlvltles. 

Ways of designing an in-depthevalu~tio~ s~udYQ~re _ 

~~~~~~~d ~~~e~~~~~m~~i~~eS~~~h~~ f%; ~~!~ho}~th~ ¥;~~~Jr:!~~t 
is possible is evident in the.fo~lowlng examp es 0 . 
which have been carried out wlthln the past few years. 

- The evaluation of the institutional maturity of a 
c~IJntry's agricultural university,.under an A:I(/b 
contract was carried out over a slx-week pe~lo y 
two visiting consultants. Their recorrunendatlo~s 1 
were considered in developing plans for an agrlcu -
tural research project. 
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- A joint Mission-cooperating country team examined an 
institute of business administration to ascertain the 
cur~en~ effect'ivGf!:!!ss qf the institution (formerly 
asslste~ by.A.I:D.), and to assess the relationship 
of the lnstltutlon to the cooperating country's basic 
educational needs at the time of the study. 

- A.team of experts from the National Communicable 
Dlsease Center reviewed the Mission's malaria 
eradication program t.o identify reasons for failure 
to interrupt mahria transmission and to evaluate 
the adequacy of methods being taken to cope with 
the problem. ' 

- A full-scale evaluation of a PL 480, Title II, Food-for
Work. p~ogr~m,was carri ed out by a Task Force of 
P~rtlclp~tlng Agency team, contract and Mission 
dlrect-~lre em~lo-¥ee~, representing a wide range of 
prOfeSS1?nal dlSclpl.lnes, and a representative of the 
cooperatlng country"s Ministry of Planning. The work 
of the Task Force was coordinated by and the final 
report prepared by the Mission's EvalUation Officer. 

- With the assistance of a consultant from the U. S. 
Dep~r~ment of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and 
Tralrylng~ a two-stage evaluation was conducted of a 
termlnatlng c~ntral training institute project. The 
~tud-¥ wa~ desl~ne~ to assess the success of A.I.D.'s 
lns~ltutlon-bulldlng effort -- the ability of the 
proJect to carryon without U~S. assistance -- and 
the rele~ance and value of the project to the 
~ooperatlng country's development. The first part 
lnvolved a three-month assessment to review the 
his~ory of the project and the quality of technical 
~sslstance ~upplied; the second stage, conduc.ted 
-cwelv~ t9 elghteen months after the completion of 
the flrst, was to determine if U.S. assistance had 
had a sustained impact. 

. Development Loans - Capital Projects: Project loans 
flnance the foreign exchange costs of constructing ihfra
structure such as roads, airports, POWer plants, or irrigation 
sys~ems .. They.are pre~eded by economic feasibility and 
englneerlng de~lgn studle~. There are often conditions' 
precedent and lmplementa tlon papers. A supervisory , 
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engineering firm deals with the construction contractor(s). 
During the project, there are inspections and monitoring 
reports. There may also be evaluative analyses of non
physical aspects of the project such as management, training, 
or rate-setting policies. Some project loans finance inter
mediate credit institutions which lend to industry, farmers, 
cooperatives, or housing. For these, the evaluation studies 
the types of loans issued, t'epayment ell\perienc,e, development 
impact, management practices, etc. 

On occasion, for selected completed projects, Missions and 
AID/W have carried out special evaluations with a view toward 
lessons for similar future projects. These evaluations put 
considerable emphasis on whether the initial feasibility 
studies were well done, but also look at operating and con
struction questions. Examples of post-project questions in 
different problem areas are: 

- Engineering - architecture to examine such questions as: 

(1) What is the use experience -- traffic patterns, 
power plant loads, acre-feet of irrigation water, 
classroom hours, number of out-patients and types 
of in-patients? etc. 

(2) What is the maintenance experience -- Amount of 
machine downtime? Do culverts carry floods? Does 
reservoir silt too rapidly? Does road surface hold 
up? Does building heat? etc. 

- Accounting to compare actual costs and income for income
producting prOjects with those in the feasibility studies; 
to analyze cost elements for ways to reduce operating 
burdens; to provide data for rate-setting, etc. 

- Economics to assess actual, cost/benefit ratios and compare 
. them to predicted ones; to study co(relations between 

vari ous types of projects and general economi c growth; 
to examine the effects of various types of transport 
systems, or power generation or skill training; to compile 
data on aspects which are ancillary to projects, etc. ' 

- Po 1i ti ca 1 sc i ence a nd public admi nis tra ti on to look at 
the effective methods of internal organization and 
training; the ways of gaining political support; the 
procedures to avoid graft; the advantages and disadvantages 

'" 
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of in~ependent. regula tory ,agenci es, or regi ona 1 or 
plannlng ag~ncleS; the techniques for obtaining using 
or contro1l1ng local participation, etc. . , 

~ Timing. A problem which can pervade all the '. 
~~oblem.aretas not~d above is timing. For exa~~r~ou~as 

e proJec concelved at the right stag f d l' 
~as i~s capacity usable immediately uPo~ ~ons~~~c~~~~~t? 
(a~th e~e a reasonable period allowed for growth . 
UWl dOU t~OO long a period for servicing debt on 
npro uc lve capacity)? 

Sector Level Evaluations 

as ~ntrecent years, A.I.O. has endeavored to relate its 
SlS ance more to the development f 

national growth or to, disconnected ~roje~~~torT~han t~ totai 
:~~f~~~~c~ff~r~r~ossibilities for ~oncentr~ting ~e~h~i~~l 
change It also ~r .o.exe~t a notlceable lnf1uence toward 
a significant im aClll~ates the tran~fer of resources to make 
development bank~~c;; ~~~~~~ii~r~~~~r~~:rastructure projects, ~ 

(. 

A IThoe Ms~ct~raltVie\,/Point often Aaffects the approach of an 
. . . lSSlon 0 evaluation d l' 

~~~u~rogra~ hav~ been.a~ticul:~ed~n~h~s!~~lu~~~~nao~e~~Ofna~:l 
pr'oject~~O~~~~o~! :~~l~l~~;:~e~i~~:l trye ~onnection between that 
measurable. On the th h " lS nown and may be 
project evaluations ~s ~~CO~~~d ~~s~l~~St~fien decide.after 
organized, in-depth analysis of total t a an especlally 
problems is advisable Tn . sec or progress and 
on related projects p~obabr/~~~~n~~/esults ~f sev~r~l.PAR~ 
a sector: grants and loans capital an~over a .~ctlvlt~es ln 
all sources of support (' . non-capltal proJects, 
p~ivate). Nor iS,a PAR ~~~~~~n~~gl~kurtr~, i~ternational, 
tlon to the relationships or dynamic~ ef

y ~o glve enougry atten
revea 1 bo ttl enec k areas not bei ng to~c~ed abysec t?rt~ha t 1 t. w1 1 ~ 

eX1S lng actlvltles. 
Sector analysis, then is an ff t t' .' 

a sector tick First the anal e. or t 0 understand what makes 
measu th . • , YSl s se s out to specify and 
and b;~wee~ ~~~U;!~t~~t~~Js and relationships withina~ector 
tries to estimate the direcihei~~~t o~ th~ ~conomy.Second, it 
alternate policies on outPut'Obje~~~~es~n lnduced effects of 
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Such an Cinal.ysis may indirectly reslJlt in evaluative findings 
aboUt proje.cts e.ven When th,e analysiS. pay~ 1 ittlg attention to 
the particQlar progress of tnput~, outputs or purpose of pro
jects. This evaluattve spillover occurs because the relative 
importance (or unimportance) of the problem being addressed, by 
the project becomes more evident in the longer perspective. 
Indeed, the wide-angle lens of a sector analysis may be the 
only practicable way to inspire pr.ogram managers to ask seri
ously questions which should be a part of every project eval
uation; namely, "Have I selected the right targets?" or "Wou1d 
it matter if this project ceased?" 

Agricultural sector analysis has a ten year history in the 
Agency. Until recently, the standard procedure involved a 
short-term team, composed of subject matter experts, whose 
recommendations were ba,sed on intuition and a broad familiarity 
with the country situation. Starting in the lu.te 1960s, an 
effort has been made to introduce computerized mathematical 
procedures to agricultural sector analysis, to reduce its 
dependence on subjective judgments and mental arithmetic. At 
least three different types of models are being developed. 
One, by A.I.O. staff, is based on the input-output method with 
.1 i near programmi ng components. It has been used for sector 
loans in Colombia. Another, by a team at Michigan State Uni
versity under contract with A.I.O., uses simUlation techni
ques. The first efforts here used Nigerian data. The third, 
by the IBRD, is primarily a linear programming exercise. It 
is being tried in Mexico. No one method can claim absolute 
superiority, though there is agreement among the analysts that 
the end product will offer decisionmakers a much more flexible 
and reliable instrument for p'lanning sector programs. The 
introduction of mathematical rigor into sector analysis will 
procede slowly. however, since it demands a data base which 

. some countries cannot supply and since it is expensive in terms 
of time and money. One might argue that neither the time nor 
expense should be constraining elements if the strategies made 
possible by the computerized analysis of many variables and of 
tertiary effects facilitate more rapid progress with less 
investment. However, at this point, the new techniques are not 
entirely proved or accepted. One difficulty is that both 
Missiol'fs and cooperati.ng countries may lack absorptive capacity 
for using sophisticated techniques. This is not unique to LOCs. 
In several American cities or firms, decisionmakers have 
refused to adopt a course of action which runs counter to their 
intuition or which they cann9t explain to their constituents. 
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The sector a.nalysis te h ' Colombia have related inv~s~lques used for ag~icu1ture in 
~rocessing activities totot~~n~ for talternatlve crops or 
distribution and foreign exchan~~P:: th

n 
emplo-¥ment, income 

adopted by the Colombian Gov ree natlonal goals 
uati on of sector loans and p~r~me~t. Thus, sUbse.quent eva 1-
use the same techni ue and oJe: results should be able to 
these national goali. base11ne to measure progress toward 

For other sectors th 't d ' has proceeded less siowl e 1n ro uct10n of mathematical rigol' 
factory production funct1~n~a~~~ypa~~~~~s~ °tfh

the 
lack of satis-

cul ture. However the ; , 0 e one for agri-
be,available even'in le~~n~~~l~tlo~ of mas~ive data which may 
g~ldance for program Planninge o~e countrles can provide 
bnds of operatin re ,. or example, use of variolls 
about problem are~s ihO~~~r~~u~~hOOl systems c~n,give clues 
off ~demo~raphic and vital statist~c~ri~d~tst' Slml1ar1y, ,studies 

0\ fam11y planning educat1'on d ~ca e target audlences , an serVlces. 

Whatever the design of th": l' , ev~lu~tions of ongoing prbgr:m~n~ny~~s durlng program planning, 
ThlS 1S because policy prescriptions e s~c~or must grow apace. 
and cooperating country governme mus e related to A.I.D. 
T~e sector evaluation is called ~~ programs alre~dy underway. 
t19n of present programs and sho ~ to get a re11able descrip
brlng them in line with th fW ow much heeds to be ~one to 
sion of sector analysis an~ ~~eprerred strategy. Further expan-
facilitate subsequent ... ovem~nts in techniques will 
of the GPOI disciP1ines~~tor ~valuatlon~, just as the adoption 
of project evaluation for ~~~J~~~ Pl~nn1ng sim~li!ies the job 
undoubtedly rely heavil . owever, Mlsslons will 
e~aluations because suc~ ~~ai~m~~rary duty teams for sector 
dlsciplinary approach and. sev a 110ns usually need an inter-era man-months. 

When teams are uc:;ed th " defi ne the scope of ~ wo~k ~ ro I r of the Mi ss; on is to hel p 
o'! the team arrival, to ~ug~e~~ .. le~t data and re:ords in advance 
fleld trips, to react to t ,an arrange apPo1ntments and 
liP on recommendations. Th~~t~~re, co~:l usions ,.and to follow
next chapter, especially in th e l~, lscussed further in the 
of consul tants. e sec lon on the care and feeding 

Sector loans are the most recent f .,' 
they have been used primarily i l t,orArn of,development finance' 
for d~c;sionsand the methods / a 1n me~lca. The criteria ' 
evo 1 vlng. These .10ans start w;~r programmlngthem are sti 11 
policies, investments and techn. h ~nag:eed upon strategy of lca aSslstance for a sector or 
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partial sector such as education or higher education, agri-
cul ture or. small far8er fooa crops. The loans Ill9-Y fund 
i.mports, local costs, and technical assi'stance. Often they 
are disbursed in annual insta,l1ments or tranches related to 
progress staqes. The loan agreements usually specifY that 
periodic joint evaluations be made, sometimes tying the next 
disbursement to the e)<tent of pro,gress. The methodologi es for 
such evaluations vary \'1ith the aspect of the performance exam
ined __ be it the overall policies, the capital component, or 
the technical assistance. 

Program Level Evaluations 
Country Program Evaluations: A country program evaluation 

consists of revie\'ling the significance and success of all A.I.D. 
developmental activities within a particular country. Such 
evaluations are undertaken when an in-depth and comprehensive 
view of the A.I.D. program is required, particularly with a 
view towards replanning strategy and/or levels of assistance. 
Country program evaluations take place re1atively infrequently, 
and in a variety of circumstances as regard local situation, 
kind and level of program, specific problems addressed, etc. 
Evaluative des."ign and approach to these evaluations, therefore, 
tends to be developed on an individual basis rather than to 
follow any prescribed pattern. 

Program Loan Evaluations: Program loans finance imports 
into less developed countries. When a second-year program loan 
is under consideration, an evaluation of the first year's 
experience is required. This usually consists of ascertaining 
the extent to which agreed-upon policy changes on th~ part of 
the borrower were implemented, and an analysis of the impact 
of the imports. For example, the imports might have been de-

,signed to keep industry working at or near capacity; this is a 
target which can be measured. 

Multi-Country Evaluation Studies/Spring Reviews 

Comparative evaluations can reveal imp!,ttant causes or 
effects which are obscured by conditions peculiar to individual 
countries. They can cover comparisons within a single geogra
phic region, or around the world. Although there is danger in 
assuming that what has happened in one country will necessarily 
happen in another, presumably more confidence can be placed in 
findings based on experiences drawn from five different coun
tries than from knowledge of a single country· There is a 
certain safety in numbers (a simplistic way of expressing faith 
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in statistica,l' ~n~lysis); and gooc;( reason for A.LD. to draw 
upo~ ~n~ intell1gently apply lessons from its worldwide 
actlvltles., An intensive investigation of the A.I.D. experience 
shou~d provlde answers to many of the crucial questions con-
cerrnng the process of accelerating development. . 

. A characteristic of these evaluations is that they cover 
the record of a number of years. Comparative evaluations are 
usu~l1y not undertaken until results a.ttri'butab1 e to the 
p~oJec~ can be' expected to appear. In fact, the longer the 
hlstorlca1 perspective the better, although the problem of 
~)'ade-off between additional years and record quality presents 
1 tself. 

Finally, these evaluations offer a mechanism for bringing 
1 esso~s of the past~o bear on questions of efficiency. By 
st~dy~n~ ~everal proJects which used different means to accom
pllSh slml1~r purposes, it is possible to arrive at conclusions 
about re1atlVe costs anq the effectiveness of the different' 
methods tha t were· used. ' '"-; . 

. W~t~in the three-p~a~ed evaluation ap~roach -- effectiveness, 
s19nlf~cance~ a~d efflclency -: comparatlVe studie,s can play 
a par~lc~l~rJY lmportant role ln evaluation of effectiveness 
and slgnlflcance. 

M~lti-country.ev~luation studies which have been carried 
out ln th~ past lnciude a study of.A.I.D. IS use of program 
lo~ns to lnfluen~e the economic policies of developing ~oun
trle~; an analysls of building exterrS10n services in L«cin 
Amerlca; a~d a worl~ide evaluation of malaria programs. A 
number of lmportant lssues are amenable to this type of analysis. 

A special kind of multi-country eva.luation is the Admini
str~torls Program Eval~ation Reviews (popularly known as Spring 
Revl ews ). These began 1 n 1967/: They were desi gned to coordi
nate th~ resources of AID/W Olffices and the Missions' for 
evaluatl~g pr?gram areas Of.high p~iority. They concentrate 
on the hlstorlc~l record, wlth a vle~ to applying the lessons 
Of the past t~ lmprove A.I.D. programs .'i'n' tMfuture: Some
tlmes the Revlews look at development experience beyond that 
of A.~.D .. Fot' example1; the land reform review examinedexperi
ence ln thlrty countries, about half of which had not received 
A.I.D. he1~ on the,Pr09lem .. These rey.~ews ha'~e ranged from . 
comprehenslVe studles lnvolvlng many months of intensive 
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preparati,Qn, and outside expertise, ~o ~tudies of a more narrow 
scope conducted by a sma 11 groap of 1n"n.OUse st~ff. The former 
were each 'culmi.nated by a thre~-,day conference l,nyo~ving 
several hundred people f~r ooth A.I.D .. and the PUb!lC; the. 
latter were cUlminated wlth half-day, l,n-house revl~w.sesslons. 
Most of these sessions have been chaired by the Admltllstrator. 
The findings of the reviews are widely circulated, and ~ro~ram 
policy makers are encouraged to apply the results and flndlngs 
to A. I.D. programming decisions. 

All the conferences to date have been conducted in Washin~-
ton There will undoubtedly be experimentation with the deslgn 
of ~eviews in future years. Meetings ~ay be. shifted to the 
field; they may be divided by geograph~c reglon and.further 
split into working ~essions tha~ are almed.a~ practloners and 
informative sessions that are aTmed at declslonmakers. 

Special Evaluations of Assistance Techniques and Policies 

Some important evaJuation studies look at problems and 
issues which are related to A.I.D. pr?jects and p~ograms, but 
'which do not focus on these as the umt.of analys15. ,They 
include such questions as those con:ernlng th~ effectlveness 

,of certain techniques of administerlng or dellverlng develop-
ment assistance, e.g., use of Participating Agency teams versus 
direct-hire personnel, the effective~e~s of loan-financed .. 
tee·hnical assistance, the upward moblllty of returned partlcl
pants, or principles and doctrines of aid. The 1atter could 
cover for example, historical analysis of the advantages .and 
disadvantages of coordinating with other donors, .of multl
lateral aid, or of the benefits that can be attrlbuted.to 
making aid contingent on self-help. ~ Many of these lssues 
are perhaps best suited for scrutiny at the A;D/W level; where 
they have worldwide applicability the~ could.ln fact b~ eval
uated as one of the multi-country Sprlng ReVlews descrlbed 
above: Individual Missions, especially larger ones, may h~\'J
ever find it profitable to engage in such analyses of aSS1S
tanc~ techniques and policies. 

Participant training a~t~vities ~re usually.carr~ed out as 
an integral part of a technlcal asslstance proJect ln a 

2/ Some of these questions may result from entries in the 
Ass umpt !! column of the 1 ogi ca 1 framework. 

,(, .. ' 
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functional area, and therefore regularly evaluated under pro
ject inputs add outputs in PARs. Similarly,special evaluations 
cover participant training whenever they are done for.technical 
assistance projects of which training is a componen~'. \ 

" 

The Office of International Training in AID/W ha,1, pioneered 
a systematized form of worldwide evaluation cov~ring,the 
overall participant training process. Struttured questionnaires 
provide the basic data that are then analyzed by the statistical 
techniques used in survey research. An entry interview shot'tly 
after the participant arrives in the United States supplies 
information on such points as his selection, his predeparture 
orientation and other preparation, his language, capability, and 
understanding of his training program. At mid~~oint in his 
training, he completes a questionnaire which is designed to 
call attention to any difficulties he may be encountering. 
After his training has been completed, he is given an exit 
interview. Special 'reports on the exit interviews are issued 
from time to time, in addition to periodic reports. Evaluation 
studies are also done at various training facilities to determine 
the facilities' effectivettess. In addition, a Returned 
Participant Follow-up Activities Report is submitted annua'lly 
by the Missions, which provides a source of data on utilization 
of training. Almost all the follow-up activities are behavioral 
indicators which lend themselves to quantification. (For 
example: How many requests for technical literature were made? 
How many returnees requested and/or took supplementary training?
How many returnees trained others in the'new technology they 
had 1 earned?) 

The most comprehensive evaluatid~of participant training 
as a technique of'development assistance included interview 
data compiled for participants from thirty-four countries. The 
findings were published as country reports, four regional 
reports, and a global combination issued in 1966, Bntitled, 
AID Participan~ Training Program -- An Evaluation Study. 

:1····· 
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Chapter .. V 

DESIGN OF EVALUATION STUDIES 

Find Qut the cause of this effect 
Or rather say, the cause 9fthis defect, 

For this effect defect1ve comes 
- By cause. 

Hamlet, 
William Shakespeare 

Probably the most difficult porti9n of any evaluation stucty 
is the initial phrasing of the quest10n to be asked. If the 
wrong questions are raised, or the problems are not adequately 
identified in the first place, time and effort ma~ ~e w~sted 
in coming up with irrelevant answers. When a dec1s1on 1S made 
to undertake a study, the following questions must be asked: 

Why is the study to be done? 

What is to be learned? 

Who wants to know? 

Ho\'l is the study to be done? 

Where is the study to be done? 

When is the study to be done? 

The answer$ to why, what, who, how, where:, and when will 
help shape the phrasing of.quest~ons~ and w1ll help ~n~ure that 
whatever study plan is dev1sed, 1t \lnll reflect real1t1es. 

" The kind of question raised may sometimes run int9 confl ict 
w.ith the program policies of management. T~e potent1al for. 
conflict is greatest when questions concermng the why of th1ngs 
are asked. This kind of question ch~llenges t~e most funda
mental premises, while the how quest10ns perta1n only to methods 
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or techniques used within existing premises or policies. 
Decisions frequently must be made in the context of administra
tive or political pressures which are important to consider 
in the design of the eva1.uat'ion study. 

There is an underlying philosophy of "operationis~" in most 
social sciences which requires a problem or question to be 
stated in such a way that one has to specify the operations or 
measures to be taken to define the concept and to provide an 
answer. For example, the typical example of meaningless 
scholasticism was the question "How many angels can dance on 
the head of a pin?" But a more modern question such as "Are 
we getting any Title IX effects out of the 'such-and-such ' 
project?" is also non-operational. It should be rephrased into 
a question such as "Was there popular participation in the 
decisionmaking, the carrying out, and the sharing of bene,fits 
in the 'such-and-such ' project?" This question in itself: leads 
to other specific questions: "How is popular participation 
measured? How is decisionmaking determined? How are the 
dimensions of carrying out:a project fixed? How does one 
quantify the sharing of benefits?" If a question cannot be so 
stated -- forget it. Restate it so that it is realistic and 
meaningful. State it so that the operations required to 
measure it are clear. 

Criteria for Designing the Study 

Evaluation's primary purpose is to assist management to 
fulfill its decisionmaking responsibilities. Evaluation studies 
should be designed to meet the follpwing criteria: 

- Objectivity: Evaluation activities must minimize 
subjectivity and must be as candid and factual as 
posstble. 

- Timeliness: Evaluation studies must become available 
to m~nagement on a timely basis, whether designed to 
Pl"OVlde feed-back to an ongoing project or information 
in connection with other activities .. 

- Applicability: The study must produce operationally 
useful conclusions or recommendations. . 

- Communicability: Findings should be amenable. to' 
iltranslation" from academic language or techniques 
inhto a form readily understood by those who wi 11 u~e 
t e stU?y1s results. 

.·.1 
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Validity: The design of an evaluation study must adhere 
to principles that assure the reliability of the data 
being gathered. Collection and processing of the data 
should be appropriate to the design of the study and to 
the conditions under which the study was conducted. 

_ Scope or Depth: Evaluation should measure not only 
progress or quality of performance in a project, but 
should also seriously question the premises on which the 
entire project is based. (This point, often overlooked, 
aopeared in connection with a recent study of a malaria 
program. In the past, rigorous evaluations had been 
carried out by epidemiologists and other specialists, but 
only late in the process was the strategy questioned: 
Was the conventional strategy of attack, consolidation, 
and maintenance practical in a country with a rudimentary 
public health infrastructure? In another instance, 
evaluators found an agricultural institution project 
effective in meeting its purposes, but the project purpose 
had become outdated in terms of national needs.) 

A Basic Study Design 

In the design of a study, care must be taken to show com
parisons clearly -- i.e., not to confound or confuse the 
elements with extraneous matter. To accomplish this, a study 
should be so designed that when comparisons are made, the 
results are clearly attributable to one or the other of the 
factors involved. This cannot always be done. Real-life 
situations tend to be complex and to be made up of interacting 
factors. If this is the case,. conclusions should honestly 
reflect what is happening -- including the confusion. The best 
method is to try to control as many of the factors as possible 
and to let only one or more factors vary except in instances 
in which multiple correlations are pos·sible. 

Figure 2 shows a basic research design to which almost all 
other study designs are traceable. There may be all sorts of 
variants to the logic which this diagram pictorializes, but 
the logic remains fundamentally the same. It is a means of 
contrasting one variable with another while all other factors 
are considered equal -- or at least kept under a form of control. 

The design of the study should indicate the approach to 
data gathering to be used -- e.g., use o~ regular operating 
reports, field reports, field surveys, interviewing, administering 
of tests; the type of experimental design -- e.g., control group, 
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before and after, and whether "treatment" with some kind of 
program is involved. It shoUld also define the group to be 
studied ana how a sample is chosen. These factors influence the 
kind of statement that is made at the end of the study -- how 
general it can be or how specific it may have to be. 

The diagram shows a particular target population selected 
for study and a sample taken from that population. The sample 
next is divided into two groups by a scheme which assumes that 
the factors in the groups which might influence the results 
have, if not an equal, at least a probabl e chance of occurr.ing 
in both groups.' Tests are given, or baseline measures are 
taken, in both the experimental and control groups. This 
comparison is made to assure that the two groups are similar at 
the beginning. If there are differences, at least the differ
ences are known. Then one g'roup receives "treatment" or program 
input, and the other does not. The same measurements applied 
at the baseline are applied again after the "treatment" has had 
time to take effect. Then three more comparisons are maqe: 

(1) The experimental group is compared with itself 
before and after "trea tment"; 

(2) The control group is compared with itself before 
and after the "nontreatment" period; 

-(3) The main comparison is really a comparison of the 
comparisons (3 = 2 - 1). 

·F.ollowing are the basic steps in designing and carrying 
out an evaluation study: 

- State the problem. 

- Select the standards or criteria against which 
judgments are to be made. What do you hope to 
accomplish by the end of the project (or have 
accomplished at the time of the evaluation)? 

- Identify the indicators which Will permit measure
ment of the changes to be brought about. (The 
criteria and indicators should be found. in the 
second and third columns of the logical framework 
matrix if the activity being evaluated has earlier 
been analyzed in accordance with the matrix.) 

- C'olled data on indicators, including baseline data if ' 
not already available . 
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, 
- Analyze data for (1) rates of change, 

(2) direction of change, 

(3) nature of change, 

(4) amount of change. 

- Interpret the data analysis: 

(1) Was the planned purpose (or intermediate target) 
accompished? 

(2) Did it make a significant impact on broader 
development goals? 

(3) Was it worth the cost and effort? 

(4) What lessons ar~,there to be learned? 

(5) What were the critical factors that determined 
the outcome? 

This basic study design is admittedly just that; regrettably, 
it cannot always be duplicated. 

The basic design for comparative study is similar to the 
logical framework u~ed in appraising projects. The line showing 
the experimental group can be read as uapproved A.I.D. projectU 
and the baseline measure is essentiat]y the Beginning-of-Project
Status (BOPS). The UtreatmentU or the program given for compara
tive study is essentially the same as the input/output phase. 
The point at which measures are again taken is essentially the 
same point at which the End-of-Project-Status (EOPS) is 
measured. 

There are a gr..:,'~ many reasons why it may be necessary to 
modify this basic study design. Economic assistance programs 
are developmental in nature rather than controlled laboratory 
experiments. Furthermore, factors independent of the 
Utreatment U may act as agents of change during the reform 
period, and the very fact that a ,testis unde.r way may in.;. 
fluence the outcome. Political and administrative circumstances 
may inhibit setting up control units for programs of asocial 
or economic nature, and it is obviously impossible for social 
action programs to achieve experimental isolation comparable 
to the conditians in a laboratory or even to the conditions in 
agricultural test plots. Even when the ideal cannot be reached, 
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however, judicious planning will allow the evaluator to obtain 
the maximum possible benefits from evaluation activities, 
provided the pitfalls are recognized. 

An example of a comparative study with controls in the 
education sector is that carried out by USAID/Guatemala. 
To test alternative strategies, two schools were provided with 
special classroom equipment and with the services of techn1cians. 
One was in an Indian-speaking area and the other in a Spanlsh
speaking area. These two schools were compared with two 
established control schools where the same languages were 
spoken but in which no innovations were introduced. In order 
to be sure that the students of the four schools were essen
tially equal educationally, baseline measures were taken of 
such factors as teacher training, pupil-teacher ratios, and 
level of pupil achievement. After that, any differences found 
in attendance, drop-outs, promotions or achievement leve'ls 
might be traced to the innovations. But which innovation? 
The special facilities? Or the technicians· services? To 
clarify this point, two more experimental schools were planned 
with the same baseline measures and technician services, but 
without specially constructed facilities. At the end of the 
study, comparisons will be made of the attendance records, 
drop-outs, promotions, and educational achievement to determine 
the schools with the best records. 

1his method can help to determine the effectiveness of our 
inputs or treatment. Conversely, if the same changes occur in 
the control group, we must assume that the changes are due to 
some unrecognized factor and an attempt should be made to 
identify these. 

Other design examples of special evaluation studies are 
available on uInstitution Building U and uPopulation and Family 
Planning Programs. u In addition, a series entitled Manuals !or 
Evaluation of Family Planning and Population Programs are belng 
prepared by the International Institute for the Study of ,Human 
Reproduction, Columbia University, with the support of Ford 
Foundation and A.I.D. 
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«. 
Suggested Checklistt for Planning an Evaluation Study 

~iectiyes 

(1) What is the study (not project) objective? . 

(2) Does the study have a potential for providing new 
(and needed) information? A new method? Technique? 
Procedure? Policy? 

(3) Will the final results be important or significant 
for the project or program? Might they change some 
policy or way of doing things? Would confirmation 
of validity of earlier expectations warrant the 
cost of the study? 

Methods 

(1) Are the techniqu~s:, instruments, or modes of inquiry 
appropriate to the study design? To the foreign' 
context? 

(2) Will the methods require adaptation to a 10cal 
condition? Will this adaptation do violence to the 
design? 

(3) Are there sampling problems? 

(4) If interviewing or opinion.survey techniques are to 
be used, have the questiorrs been reviewed for meaning
fulness in the local language and culture? Good taste? 
Political sensitivity? Religious connotation? 
Language problems? 

(5) Will the methods gather more data than are required? 
Less? That is, are they efficient, economical, and 
effective in terms of the goals of the study? 

Data Processing 

(1) Are the procedures for the statistical manipulation 
of the data stated clearly? Is there a clearly 
conceived plan for the analysis that will be'~one 
once the data have been collected? 

(2) Have statisticans or ADP systems experts been 
consulted regarding the program to be used? 
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(3) Are the analytical procedures likely to produce 
meaningful statements? 

Analysis and Interpretation 

(1) Have a wide variety of potential findings been 
considered? 

(2) Does the logic or design of the study permit 
clearly stated generalizations? 

Costs 

(1) Are the dollar costs for the evaluation study 
reasonable for the various categories (personnel, 
travel~ supplies, overhead, etc.)? 

(2) Are local currencies being used to the maximum 

(3) 

(4) 

(5.) 

extent possible? 

Are there luxury or unnecessary items in the budget? 

Ha's the budget est·jmate omitted consi derati on of 
some item (services by foreign personnel, differences 
in living costs from one place to another, etc.)? 

Are the total costs proportional to the scope or 
importance of the study? Is the study wOI'th the 
investment? Will the study cost more than its 
results might save? 

General 

(1) Will the study answer the questions it set out to .: 
answer? 

(2) Will it produce explicit and usable results? 

(3) If it is not completed, will there be salvage value? 

(4) If the study is completed -- THEN WHAT? 

The Selection of Evaluators 

; The selection of the evaluator(s) is of paramount importance 
~o the success of the endeavor. Should the work be done by 
In-house or outside personnel? Once this decision has been 
made, where can the appropriate evaluator(s) be located? 
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Basis for Selection '.--The.value ~f the program evaluation process is in direct 
prop~rtlon ~o ltS use by m~nagement in planning and imple-
mentlng proJected and ongolng programs. Evaluations carried . The ~electiory thus comes down to the type of study desired 
out by, or under, the direction of action offices are most ~ and the lnformatlon or data to be derivBd. Problems likely to 
relevant to their needs and the findings are mo~e l1kely to ~be encountered and basic qualifications expected from the 
be accepted and applied. This placement of responsibility, :evaluator(s) (such as language, knowledge of lo~al conditions, 
h~wev~r, ~os~s several problems. Action office personnel may technical expertise) should be spelled out in detail. On the 
flnd lt dlfflcult to be objective, they often lack time and basis of this information, an intelligent selection can be 
they ~ay not be ~cquainted with data gathering and analytical made, not only between possible groups of evaluators, but also 
tech~lques. VarlOUS approaches can help overcome such diffi- of the individual (s) from within the group. In addition, this 
cul~les. Consultants (outside individuals, headquarters, :in~rmation will help provide potential candidates with an 
offlce~s or c~nt~actors) help ~rovide objectivity, time, and I understanding of what is expected. 
expertlse. Mlsslons can organlze special task forces which . 
t~ke ~dvantage of skins available in University or Parti- ..... In choosing a consultant for an evaluation study of narrow 
clr~tlng Agency teams or in AID/W, and joint evaluation scope, or one encompassing limited technical aspects.~ a percep-
wi cooperating governments can provide additional manpowertive and inquisitive observer from outside the discipline may 
for "dta gathering. ..be able to make a valuable contribution by challenging basic 

assumptions and bringing a new perspective to the task. This 
Some of the pros..and cons involved in using consultants are:' consideration increa·ses substantially the sources of evaluators, 

expecially in the case of in-house or locally available 
- One of the primary problems is to minimize subjectivity. personnel. 

ConSUltants in spectfic functional fields may have a 
strong bias one way or the other; however, disinterested Combinations of In-House and Outside Experts 
consultants should be able to offer greater objectivity I 
in the evaluation of a project. . These considerations should not be construed as forcing a 

choi~e ~etween in-hollse and outside experts. In fact, a team 
conslstlJ)g of A.I.D personnel and outside consultants provides 
many advantages, e.g., the fresh outlook and objectivity of the 
outsider and the familiarity with the project and/or area, as 

,well as the A.I.D. pei'spective of the direct-hire employee. 

- I~ most cases, the conSUltant will be handicapped by 
h'ls 1 ack of fami.l iarity with the project or program 

Sources of Evaluators 

a~d the co~n~ry Qt' Mission perspective. Unless familiar 
wlth prevalllng local conditions and customs, the 
consultant-evaluator is likely to encounter difficulties 
and unexpected delays in the design and conduct of an 
evaluation study. 

.In-house evaluators can be drawn from the office responsible 
- The consultant may be able to bring into play specialized' for the project, another ~issi~n, or AID/W; Participating 

knowledge and familiarity with different techniques and Agency personnel; U.S. UnlVGrslty or contract personnel in the 
fresh vi!:!wpoints which are not otherwise avail abl e . area; a task force of experts formed from a combination of the 

. above groups, with the ~valuation Officer serving as an advisor 
- Con~ultants may also be able; to assemble a staff of ;and.ex-offi~io n1emb~r: The A~D/W geographic bureaus provide 

varled and cross-disciplinary expertise which cannot .···I~sslstance ln recrultlng outslde evaluators. Potential sources 
readily be matched within the organization.;lnclude the group !)f consulting firms under contract with the 

]

AID/W Program Evaluation Office, other past and present A.I .0. 
- The effe~t on the host government of recommendations by con~u1tant and.con~ractors, professional Organizations., inter-

a recogmzed non-U.S. Government source may be greater .:natlonal orgamzatlons, U.S. Government agencies, roster of 
than the effect of those coming from U.S. Government~etired U.S. Government employees, U.S. university personnel 
sources. A consultant may be able to prepare and present . lndependently in the area, third-country experts, etc. 
a more frank and cancii d report than an agency of the U. S. ;1 

Government. 
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Consultants, The Care and Feeding of 

If the services of an outside consultant are retained the 
action office should undertake the following steps to maximize 
his contribution: 

Briefing of Consultant -- As a means of bringing into 
focus the evaluation study specified and to make the maximum 
use of the consultant's time, he ~hould be given a detailed 
briefing document prior to his beginning his task. This docu
ment should contain the following categories of data: 

- Project background and history; 

Project and sector goals; 

- Operating strategy of the project to date and anti
cipated strategy, including the assumptions about 
conditions or .. ~ctions of other interested parties; 

- Project operati~ns; 

- Reasons for making an evaluation; 

- Scope of evaluation to be carried out; 

- Extent of cooperating government participation 
-and contracts. 

In addition to this brie'f.'hg document, the consultant 
should ~lso be.given a doc~ment, ~repared in cooperation with 
the actlon offlcer, executlve offlce, and other interested 
offices, which>outlines in detail the logistic suppor~ that 
can ~e pr>ovided and !he facilities available to him (e.g., 
houslng; transportatlon, PX and commissary privileges, etc.). 

- Finally, special care should be taken to acquaint the 
consultant with the concept and methodology of A. 1.0. IS 
annual noncapital evaluation process. While the 
consultant's specific assignment may not cover all 
aspects of the project, an acquaintance with the 
system and the total project design will help him to 
formulate his recommendations in ~uch a manner that 
th~ can be integrated ir1tofuture~ regular in-house 
evaluation efforts. 

/\ 
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Mission Participation and Liaison with Consultants 

The Mission should designate a counterpart (e.g., the 
project manager) as liaison officer responsible for keeping 
abreast of the consultant's work, and assuring that all 
relevant data are made available. In addition, there should 
be periodic review sessions between the consul tant and 
appropriate A.I.D. personnel to check the consu1tant ' s progress 
and to discuss the direction of his efforts. It is the 
responsibility of the liaison officer to follow through on 
proposed changes after the departure of the consultant, as 
will as to fa6i1itate his work, to assist him in overcoming 
local problems and to prevent any duplication of efforts. A 
substant'ia1 input of Mission or AIDjW skills in the course of 
the evaluation is desirable. 

Timing and Submissio~'of the Report from Consultant 

The consultant should be held to a mutually agfeed-upon, 
realistic schedule. Except when clearly not possible (as in 
the case of collected data being analyzed by computers at the 
consultant's ho~e institution), he should b~ required to sub
mit his report (or at least a good draft) prior to his 
departure from the Mission or AIDjW office. 

Analysis of Data 
.... 
If data are to be analyzed 'by statistical techniques 

which may also involve use of a computer, a statistician or 
ADP systems expert should be consulted early in the evaluation. 
He may want the data to be collected or to be expressed in a 
particular form; he can frequently suggest shortcuts in data 
collection, provided that the information desired on completion 
'of the analysis can be delineated. This may save much effort 
because people frequently collect far more data than is needed. 
It may also be necessary to describe in detail the methods by 
which the data were collected and the procedures used in ob
taining the sample. In both cases, errors may have occurred. 
The statistician may be able to correct for some of these; 
however, he should be aware of what happened in the data 
collection stage so that if errors are present to begin with, 
they will not be compounded during the analysis. In this era 
~f the information explosion, ·there are many spurious re~orts 
because data were collected and analyzed without a validity 
and rel i ab'il ity check. 
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Preparation of tne Final Report 

It is exp~cted that when a special study has been completed, 
, report telling what was done, how it was done, and containing 
:onclusions and recommendations will be written. It is often 
helpful to draft a preliminary outline before the study begins. 
Drafting such an outline will help to clarify the thinking of the 
evaluator as to what should be done; how it should be done, 
and the kinds of problems involved. Care must be taken that the 
outline is used only as a device to help plan the study. 

When the initial proposal for a special study is made, the 
proposal is questioned from the standpoint of why, what, who, 
how, where, and When. When the study hgs been completed, the 
final report should cover similar points. It should state 
clearly and succinctly 

- Why the study was undertal~en. Every effort shoul d be 
made to be expl icit in the rationale so that others 
may understand the reasons for inclusions or omissions 
in the study. 

What the problem was. 

- Who performed the study. 

- How the problem was studied. What procedures were used. 
What information was collected. How were the data 
analyzed. How were the data interpreted. 

- Where the study was carried ou't. 

- When the study was carried out. 

- The firal question to be answered in the report is, SO 
WHAT? I State the conclusions clearly and concisely, and 
recornlnend the next steps to be taken. 

1 
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Chapter VI 

, MEASUREMENT, DATA COLLECTION, AND ANALYSIS 

When you cannot measure what you are speaking 
about, when you cannot express it in numbers, 
your knowledge is of a meagre ~nd,unsatis
factory kind; it may be the beglnmng of 
knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts 
advanced to the stage of science, whatever the 

ma tter may be. 

Lord Kelvin 

Measurement provides a means of replacing qualitative 
distinctions with quantitative distinctions. It introduc~s , 
precision into judgments. Of course, the mere act of ~sslgnlng 
numbers can lead to all sorts of errors. The most serlOUS of 
these is the common belief that the differing degrees of a 
particular quality always bear the same ratio as the numbers 
assigned to them. (For example, is a day when the temperature 
is 1000 twice as hot as a da,Y when the temperature is 50{)?) 

Another kind of error is the belief that certain kinds of 
A.I.D. operations cannot be quantified at all. At prese~t, ~or 
ma"fly of our non-economic pr~grams, this ma~ be so. Instltut'lonal 
growth and maturity, expans10n of human Skllls and kn?wledge, 
the adaptation and transfer of technology, ,are exceedlngly 
difficult to pin down. However, they pr~vlde a,cha~lenge to 
crea ti vi ty ina problem area where much 1 nnova tl on 1 s needed. 

Another common error is the belief that direct measurements 
can be maele of the phenomena observed. This is not always so. 
Usually manifestations or indices of these phenomena are 
observed and ~easured. For this reason, the selection of 
indicators bec~me critical. Indicators are selected becaus~ 
they-are the manifestations of output or change ~~, or 

.t-. , 
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because they are considered equivalents or representations of 
the output. When they are the latter, they serve as proxy or 
surrogate indicators which stand for the real thing. To know 
whether the indicators have accurately measured what they are 
supposed to measure, validity must be considered. To know 
whether the measures are dependable measures, reliability must 
be considered. 

...; Validity refers to the degree with which a measure or 
indicator actually does what it purports to do. 

- Reliability refers to the degree of consistency or 
dependabi 1 i ty wi th whi ch resu Us wi 11 be obta i ned 
upon successive applications of the measure. 

Both concepts are necessary to provide an estimate of the 
degree of error in our measures. Without them, there will be 
errors anyway, but their existence or magnitude will not be 
recognized. 

The threats to validity and reliability are many, and great 
care must be taken to spot them because they may occur when 
a~d where least expected. An example of a test influencing 
the outcome is found in the famed "Hawthorne" effect, nal)1ed 
after a Western Electric plant of that name. In the course of 
a study of environmental factors' affecting productivity,it 
was found that productivity improved not only when lighting 
was increased, but again when lighting was decreased; the 
workers were pleased by the attention of the management. 
Such threats to validity can be mi~'igated by the use of 
control units, which are included in the test, but receive no 
actual input to produce change. Well-known instances of this 
approach are medical experiments requiring a placebo. 

The Land Tenure Center of the University of Wisconsin has 
pointed out that the first conclusion about the effect of land 
reform on production in Bolivia was that production decreased 
for a few years and then increased. Now scholars are not so 
sure. The apparent early decrease 'i n some regi ons may have 
occurred because the newly independent 'farmers avoided the use 
of middlemen in marketing. The observers were not gathering 
data on the independent farmers; they were looking for the 
traditional proxy indicators of production by collechon of 
sales data from established wholesalers. Some interviews witt 
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representative farmers might have revealed the realities. 

Measurement methods may vary between the two units compared. 
For example, the safety records of two similar factories 
differed. The factory with fewer reported accidents had 
first-aid kits throughout the plant. Hence, the only accidents 
reported were the more serious ones that required a visit to 
the nurse. The factory wi th more reported acci dents, prohi bited 
first-aid kits in the plant and thus forced all injured people 
to visit the nurse. 

Similar threats to valid"ity occur when there are changes 
in the means of measuring the effects of the program. For 
example, law enforcement, accident prevention, disease preven
tion or other "drives" are often accompanied by improved record
keeping. There may then appear to be an increase --.more 
Grimes or accidents -- simply because the new report1ng system 
does not miss as many cases as the old reporting system. This 
threat should not be used as an excuse to defer improved 
records; rather, the inability to make comparisons should be 
recognized. 

Da ta Coll ecti on 

Project planning and evaluation both require data before 
either function can be performed. If project planning and 

...evaluation are to be improved, objective data must be substi
tuted for intuition. Data can be as varied as the number of 
farmers who planted the new high-yielding variety of rice; 
the amount of fertilizer, pesticide, and water used; or how 
much was paid to the landlord for rent, to the bank for cred
it, t6 the merchant for seed, or to others for storing, mill
ing, ~nd marketing the harvest. All these are.data, whether 
expressed in hectares, pounds.of fertilizer,.p1a~ters,bah~, 
or pesos. The first problem 1n data collect10n 1S to spec1fy 
the data that are required. 

If evaluation is to be built into the project, the best 
data to be gathered are the kinds of information needed by the 
project manager for project operations. But with a view to 
their being used as evaluative data, they should be couched in 
terms of output indicators. 
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Oi rect Methods' 

Even in less-developed countries where statistical services 
are not very well developed, there are likely to be substantial 
sources of da ta whi ch a re often ignored. One prob 1 em w.ith 
their use, however, may be that the method by which they were 
collected or the scope of problems they cover, was determined 
on the basis of purposes different from those now to be served,. 
On occasion, it may be possib1e to modify the data collected, 
It must further be recognized that LOC statistics are often 
of questionable reliability and must be ~se~ with caution. 
This, of course) is equally true of stat1st1cs developed solely 
in connection with a particular project, although the method 
of collection may provide an inditation of the degree of trust 
the data merits. Thus, an effort to obtain one-time baseline 
data may require combing through soUrce materials. This method 
of collection is likely to improve reliability. On the other 
hand, to obtain regular progress data; it will usually be 
necessary to rely on the routine data collection of others;, 
These data may be less relialHe as a result of efforts to look 
good ll

, overwork on the part of statistica1 personnel, etc. 

Ava il ab 1 e Oa ta. The fa 11 owi ng bri ef 'I i st wi 11 illustrate 
the kinds of information recorded by government agencies or 
private organizations. It is not exhaustive, See Appendix C 
for selected output indicators which have been used for various 
subjects. 

- Public records: Vital statistS~s on births, deaths, 
marriages, divorces; school at~endance; arrests; court 
convictions; prison records; taxes and customs collected; 
welfare payments; bridge and highway toll receipts; 
automobile registrations; etc. . 

- Private Organizations: Union records; farm co~~op records; 
bUsiness payrolls; factory production records; shipping 
records; warehouse inventories; bankdeposits; c\~edit 
institution loan applications and approvals; truck 
company records; railroad passenger: load; frei ght car 
loadings; hospital and insurance company data; import 
licenses; store sales; market pric~s, etc. 

In addition, U.S. Embassy attaches collect and repor,t data 
to Washington. USAIDs can probably also arrange to obti;lin dat.a 
collected by other donors. of foreign assistance, the UN family 
of specialized agencies, multilateral banks, regional councils, 
Ford, Rockefeller, and other foundations, and voluntary agenc;es,~ 
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Oir~ct Observation. This can be costly and time consuming. 
It has the advantage of not being dependent on the ayailability 
of per~ohs willing to cooperate or cap~ble of reportlng the 
desired information. It also may permlt the observer t? stay 
out of what is being observed, although there are technlques 
for becoming a particip.ant observer. 

uestionnaires and Interviews. These usuall~.require . 
highly skille specialists in or er to collect va!ld a~d rellable 
data, and to avoid(;.collecting a good deal of SPUrlOUS lnforma
tion. There are ample reference works. USAI~s.should rely on 
these and on specialists wherever surveys, oplnlon polls, or 
attitudinal studies are needed. 

Indirect Methods 

In less-developed countries where ~t may be diff~cUlt ~o 
obtain a population census, an interVlewer who.quer~esa.f~rmer 
about his last year's income or rice harvest m1ght lmmedlately 
encounter cultura 1 or other probl ems. The farmer may not be 
willing to report these data accurately. He ~y suspect the 
interviewer of being a government agent who wlll even~u~lly 
raise his taxes. Whether meeting willingness or SUsplclon, 
these attitudes too constitute data which have to be taken 
into account; they not only influence th~ kind of information 
the farmer gives, if any, but may detet'mlne whether he responds 
~to a technical assistance effort at all. When obstacles of 
this sort arise and data cannot be obtained directly, it is 
sometimes possible to do so indirectly or by proxy. 

Estimates. These are personal judgments. They are 
sometimes but not always, reasoned judgments and it is not 

. possible to place the same degree of confidence in them as in 
objective facts. Nevertheless, decisions may have to rely on 
the best estimate which can be made. 

Guesses, Conjectures, or Surm1s~s. Th~se are opin~ons or 
personal judgments based on lnsuffl~l~nt eVldence; confld~nce 
placed in them is still lower. Declslons made on the.~asls of 
guesses may be entirely random. If statements have 11 d~e 
evidence to back them up, it is best not to try to quantlfy 
them. 
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Other Indirect Methods. When farmers cannot be counted 
directly, it may be possible to substitute a method in which 
something .else is counted, and from logical deduction and 
inference, to gain an estimate of the mliTIber of farmers. For 
example, aerial photos of hectarage under cultivation are taken; 
the average number of hectares per farmer is assumed; and the 
number of farmers is deduced. The average number of hectares 
per farmer is assumed on the basis of what is known about the 
number of hectares per farmer from another part of the country; 
this would be a reasonable but not necessarily accurate 
assumption. • 

Examples of other substitute methods of counti~g farmers 
include the following: Compile from agricultural bank records 
the number of farmers who requested loans. (Some may not have 
asked for credit and thus will be missed.) Land title records 
will give owners but not tenants. (Then, names of tenants will 
have to be requested from the owners.) The miller, the fertil
izer salesman, the storage war§house, the farmers' cooperative, 
and other groups dealing with farmers will have slightly 
different numbers of farmers wi th whom they deal. All taken 
together wi 11 permi t the best estimate with the mi nimum of error. 

Other problems in the field hamper collection of data 
directly. Illiterate persons cannot complete questionnaires 
themselves. Different languages or dialects in the same 
country compound interviewing problems. USAIDs are under
staffed and trained counterparts cannot be found. There may 
be travel restrictions. Aerial photographs are too expensive. 
The invasion of privacy of the family 1's' forbidden, etc. 

One Mission which had protested to AIDjW that the data 
collection problem ~~as practically insurmountable in the 
coopera ting c:ountry la t~r rea 11 ~ed tha t an impr~ssi Ve amount of 
data could be gathered by exercising ingenuity. The food and 
agriculture officer hired local moonlighters to gather informa
tion on market retail prices in the bazaars. The field exten
sion advisors obtained samples of crops produced in different 
parts of the country and noted the prices f~rm~rs recetved fer 
their harvest. A Participating Agency economist interviewed 
farmers on farm costs and income. A scholar on a university 
contract team collected data on a rural family budget on his 
own time. and made this available to the Mission. An ILO' 
advisor arranged for a sample survey of the labor force using 
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as interviewers, local high school. girls who returned with good 
answers on the number of such people in households. An engineer~ 
ing team promoted the establi~hment of an advisory co~mittee 
from industry. A highway englneer arra.nged for trafflc counts 
on major market roads. A visiting graduate student had done 
research on land tenure. In some less-developed countries there 
may be more data gathers than are suspected; e.g., local 
libraries and universities, research firms, professional 
societies, and public and private educational agencies. The 
point is that in many cases the data are already there; it's a 
matter of pulling these data together. 

Dimensions of Progress 

The evaluator is faced with the need to establish tangible 
indicators of the changes that are occurring over the life 
history of the project. While the ch~nges can b~ observed, . 
there is no way of sampling the dynamlc process 1tself. It 1S 
therefore necessary to fall back on the next best substitute, 
namely taking two static measures -- the before and after 
situations -- and inferring the in-between situation as a 
changing one. A combination of baseline data ~nd indicators 
will in most instances provide the evaluator w1th the necessary 
information: 

Baseline Data. These data provide information about the 
stattls of things at the start of the project or BOPS (Beginning
of-Project Status). These data become the "fix", zero point, 
anchor point, or benchmark against which later measures will 
be taken. 

The establishment of baselin~ data can be simple or complex, 
depending on the circumstances and the pro~ect purpose .. Thus, 
'for example, if the project seek~ only to 1ncrease nume~lc~l 
output of a given kind, and prov1ded tha~ adequat~ stat1stlcal 
data are available or can be prqcured, tne establlshment of 
suitable baseline data will be relatively simple. On the other 
hand if, as is frequently the case, a project seeks to effect 
certain qualitative changes, the establishment of suitable. 
measurement data becomes more diffi cult. One way of deal i ng 
with this problem is to establish rating scale~ as a means.of 
determining baseline measurement. (See Appendlx B for ratlng 
scales for housing development and community deve19pment. These 
are intended as suggestions only.) , 

/ 
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Indicators. These are variables in the cooperating country 
situation which indicate change in the areas treated (either 
directly or indirectly), and which lend themselves to simple 
quantification to indicate a magnitude. These variables can 
be used to measure performance. . 

The selection of baseline data and indicators is of coUrse 
governed by the changes that are sought or anticipated. In 
planning for evaluation, the project planner or evaluator must 
ask himself the following questions: 

- What changes are anticipated? 

- What will the end-results of these changes be? 

- How are these end-results to be indicated in'the future? 

- What data are available at present which resemble the 
indicators? (And wh.ich c·an increase, improve, grow 
or change into the future indicator?) 

Appendix C shows a list of selected output indicators 
which have been used in various A.I.D. projects. The elements 
of variables in the cooperating country situation cqnsidered 
changeable have been identified, and a simple quantification 
of each element is issued to indicate a magnitude; e.g., 
graduates per year. There is a tendency to confuse progress in 
marshaling inputs, with progress towards output targets. There 
may be an output target of doub1ing.the enrollment of a voca-

.tiona1 school. This increased enr011ment will require new 
buildings. Counting the number of additional classrooms built 
is an input measurement; counting the numbers of students is 
an output measurement. 

Within the context of the noncapital project evaluation 
system, separate measures of indicators are required on the 
output and purpose levels. However, the latter may prove 
considrably more difficult to quantify and thus require other 
methods of verification. For example: . ' 

. '. 

OutPllt Level 

Houses' sprayed 

Skill training provided 

Business loans made 

Family planning clinics 
established 

Textbooks printed 

Examiners trained 

Fertilizer distributed 
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Purpose Level 

Malaria reduced 

Employment obtained 

Exports increased 

Birthrate reduced 

Education improved 

Increased taxes 
collected 

Crops increased 

Indicators may be used to measure significance if they are 
used to compare what happened with a goal other than the 
project target. For example, to determine whether 100 graduates 
per year in an education project has any significance for the 
cooperating country economy, one must compare that output 
indicator with a goal pertaining to the entire education and 
human resources sector in that country, or to other sectors. 
Such a goal might be found in the national manpower survey. 
For-Nepal, 100 graduates per year may be significant; for 
India, it may not be. Inter-country comparisons may also help 
in judging significance. For example, if 100 graduates per 
year in India only adds to the ranks of the unemployed 
intelligentsia, the first conclusion may be that India is 
educating too many people. But international comparison will 
show that Korea and Taiwan have a higher proportion of educated 

. people and a lower rate of unemployment. The pl"oblem in India 
may be the type of education or the nature of the labor market. 

The amount of change or progress is measured by examining 
the indicator in relation to the life span of the project. The 
simple indicator "number of graduates per year" becomes meaning
ful only when the number of graduates this year is compared with 
the number of graduates last year. 

Indicators may be used to measure effectiveness if they 
are used in such a way as to compare what actually happened 
with what was expected to happen (project targets). They may 
also be used to measure efficiency if they are used in such a 
way as to show the cost per unit in relation to the benefit 
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accrued. Suppose a project goal was to turn out 100 graduates 
per year and that actually only 92 persons graduated. Suppose 
also, that the annual project costs, not including initial 
capital expenditures, could be expected to amount to $560,000. 
To oversimplify, the effectiveness was 92 percent, and the 
cost can be stated most simply as $560,000 divided by 92, or 
$5,097 per student. Is that efficient? To answer this question, 
information is needed on the usual cost per student for this 
type of school (medical, law, or teacher training, etc). If 
experience factors show it should cost only $3,000 per student, 
the school is expensive and is thus inefficient. Either the 
cost has to be reduced, an increasing number of graduates have 
to be turned out at the same overall expenditure. or some other 
vehicle fQr the training of the required number of students 
must be developed. 

Non-economic Indicators 

7he emphasis on development by A.I.D. and its predecessor 
agencies has been preponderantly on economic growth and 
development. ,This is evident in the A.I.D. staffing patterns, 
in the way A.I.D. is organized to provide capital and program 
assistance, and in the procedures whereby program decisions 
are made and priorities determined. These latter are largely 
in terms of the impact that projects may have on increasing 
the Gross National Product (GNP) of a particular country. . 

However, the Foreign Assistance Act, as Amended, in 1969 
clearly gives political and socia)'.development a comparable 
priority with economic development. Efforts are now being 
made to develop indicators which will permit measuring the 
effectiveness, efficiency, or significance of projects in terms 
of 'jmpacton tfi'e social or political aspects of a country's 
development. Part of the problem encountered lies in the state
of-the-art of the social sciences. Theory and doctrine involv
ing socio-political phenomena generally are described in 
qualitative terms; We are only beginning to quantify such 
rna tters as 'soc i al concerns 0 r politi c~ 1 a ffa irs. 

Considering the time taken by economists to devise methods 
of accurate"ly measuring GNP as an index of economic growth, a 
similar approach should be attempted for the social and 
political asp~cts of growth. e.g., an equivalent of GNP such 
as Net National Welfare (NNW). A.I.D. has devised social 
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indicators which are shown in Appendix D. These are designed 
to be incorporated in a country analysis to evaluate civic 
development activities. They permit a systematic consideration 
of social development and popular partici~ation,and can be 
used in developing program priorities and objectives. 

These macro and sectoral' indicators focus on the population's 
access to resources (land, credit, education, etc.) and change 
in this access over time, rather than on the more conventional 
aggregate measures which assess levels of living or welfare 
(health, nutrition, literacy, per capit~ GNP). Some of the 
latter are, however, included. Level-of-living averages can 
conceal gross inequalities. The primary purpose in selecting 
these indicatOl's is to obtain a better picture of the extent 
to which different groups in the society have opportunities 
to participate. Income distribution would be one of the best 
indicators for this purpose, but because data on this subject 
are scarce, this has not been included. If income distribution 
data can be obtained, this indicator should be added. 

In this section, an attempt has been made to show the rele
vance of data for social development and popular participation. 
Overall, the data should help in the Missions' analyse~ of four 
factors essential to determining the need and priorities for 
increasing popular participation as an objective of the A.I.D. 
program: 

- The pattern of modernization and its effects; i.e., what 
sectors are most affected (either positively or negatively) 
by the spread of modernization and in what ways? 

- Which groups seem likely to be affected adversely by 
present trends (e.g., small farmers, wage earners, pro
fessional people)? Over what lengths of time? . 

What opportunities are open to these adversely affected 
groups to redress the balance (e.g., increased access to 
credit, effective unions, more jobs in the cities, labor
intensive rural public works programs, etc.)? 

- What changes in cooperating country development plans 
and/or programs are necessary to promote broader access to 
resources and opportunities? How feasible are such 
changes? 

'I, 
I 
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Knowledge of these four factors will allow specific A.I.D. 
strategy and program recommendations to follow. 

Performance Standards 

The question arises, Is the degree of change that has been 
brought about significant? Other ways of asking this are, 
How much of a difference makes a difference? Or, how much 
change must take place before it is considered to have an 
impact on development? 

The degree of progress achieved can be labeled minimal or 
maximal or optimal, in which case the range of progress expected 
has to be known in advance. Further, to know whether the 
minimal or'maxima1 change observed should be labeled 
un~atisfactory, adequate, or satisfactory, other things have 
to be known. The meaning of unsatisfactor would have to be 
given in terms of a standard. For example, an infant mortal-
ity rate of 75 per 100 ~ive births might be considered unsat
isfactory until it reaches a more tolerable or adequate rate 
of less than 30 per 100.) Such a standard can be obtained 
only by collecting the historical experience in various 
countries and (1) determining the current status of development 
by using indicators, and (2) making intra-country and inter
country comparisons of these indicators to see where on the 1 
scale of compari son a particular country 1 ies. These measu\"es . 
often go beyond the evaluation of A.I.D. activities; they are .' 
a step in the direction of assessing a country~s total deve10p- . ;;'.'.~.' 
ment program. If A.I.D. is only ~ne of several donors, its J 
contribution t,o development may be difficult to discern.J 

Once the particular status of a sector1s growth in a country 
is known, the ['ate of progress in the less-developed country 
may be seen to be very low or slow as compared to the same 
sector in developed countries. Once the range of indicators 
or the rates of growth for a number of countries have been 
ascertained, they can be used as standards of progress against 
which to describe a particular less-developed country1s growth. 

Advantages and DisadvantagesofUs~ng Indicators and 
Standards 

tJ 

If properly formulated and applied, progress ihcflcators and ·.1.' .... 

performance standards can: 1 

.. 
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- Establish that change has occurred and indicate the 
character, direction, and rate of change; 

- Permit comparison of the actual change against that 
which was planned; 

Permit assessment of the impact of this change on 
higher goals; 

Compare a project1s performance with that of similar 
projects; 

- Allow the examination of the relation of input to output 
and of cost to benefit. 

Indicators and standards have a tendency to cause apprehen
sion and can indeed be harmful if wrongly applied because 
they may: 

- Force the setting of targets more precisely than 
perhaps they should be set, given the uncertainties 
of the cooperating cOP,ntry situation; 

- Require quantitative measurements when much of the 
project1s concern is with qualitative improvements 
in human knowledge and skill, institutional capacity, etc.; 

.- Subject the project1s efforts to comparison with other 
projects and programs which are not comparable because 
of differences in cultural, economic, political, or 
other characteristics. 

Quantitative vs. Qualitative Measures 

Much of what has been said support~ Lord Kelvin1s contention 
that when it is practical, quantitative measures are preferable 
to qualitative measures, and it therefore behooves the evaluator 
to strive for quantification. However, the central issue in 
evaluation is not so much ohe of quantitative vs. qualitative 
measures, but rather that indicators of hange be objectively 
verifiable, whether they be quantitatiw '.Jr qualitative. 
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Chapter VII 

ISSUES IN PROGRAM EVALUATION 

On thi s very ground wi th small fl ags flyi ng' and 
tinny blasts on tiny trumpets, we shall meet the 
erlemy. And he may not only be ours, he may be us. 

II POGO ," Walt Kelly 

Of the issues in program evaluation discussed in this 
sectlon, th~ one of candor and object'ivity is fundamental to 
all ~valuatlOns; the other, that of joint evaluations with 
~ooperating country personnel, is one that offers an opportun
lty to broaden the scop~and depth of project evaluation. 

Candor and Objectivity 

Candor means forthrightness with the additional sense of 
freedom fro~ bias, prejudice, or malice. Ob,jectivitymeans 
t~ operate :n~epe~dently a~d t9 be capable of making observa-
tl0n or verlflcatl0n by SClentlfic methods. .. 

The current program evaluation system is a somewhat biased 
one in that project managers take an active role in the eval
~ation of ~he projects that they ~hemselves are managing. The 
lmportant lssue here then is to minimize the subjective 
elem~nt. The project must be gjven as honest an appraisal as 
posslble. Stating facts, with all the "warts and pimples,!! can 
~e a tremen~ous adva~tage. .Conversely, there are great dis
~dvantage~.lnnot belng candld and objective. The facts become 
blurred wlth emotional or personality overtones. Decisions 
cannot be made readily when the facts are fuzzy. 

Opinions, beliefs, and values are blended in people's 
mental processes after long exposure to life experience and 
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education within a particular culture. Americans tend to view 
the world through "red, white, and blue c.oloredlJ glasses. 
Sometimes there is an awareness of these attitudes. inclina
tions, ideals, and interests, but not always. As a result, 
predispositions and values are not visible and cannot be fully 
controlled. Subjectivity can be reduced by recognizing their 
existence, and by stating as explicitly as possible what the 
value premises are. . 

We do not need to rely entirely on exhortation to obtain 
objectivity, even with self-evaluatiIJn. There are a number of 
tools at the disposal of the evaluator to assist him in min~
mizing subjectivity. These include: 

- Statistical data to replace conjectures and opinions 
held by the evaluator; 

- Judgments of individuals and groups not directly 
involved in carrying out the project, such as 

(1) The local academic corrmunity, graduate students,etc., 

(2) Persons directly affected by the measures, 

(3) - Consultants, 

.. (4) Other A.I.D. offices not directly involved in the 
project; 

- _Joi nt eva 1 ua ti ons with the coopera ti ng country government; 

- Comparisons with 

(1) Control groups, 

(2) Inter-country and intra-country standards, 

Joint Evaluations with Cooperating Countries 

Development assistance involves working with coope'rating 
countries to add to their own resources a critical margin of 
additional resources or technical knowledge, so that their 
development pr()grams will succeed. More and more, A.I.D.'s 
emphasis is on the cooperating country taking the initiat'ive 
in planning and in executing plans involvi.ng A.I.D. assistance. 
In conjunction with this, the United States is lowering its 
donor profil e and is thus movi ng toward greater use of non
goyernment intermediaries in a-dministering assistance. 
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Consistent with theSe approaches to development assistance 
is the thorough-going participation of cooperating country 
officials in the evaluation of U.S.-assisted activities. 

The policy of the Agency for Internationa1 Development (as 
it is with other donors), is to encourage joint evaluations. 
Such evaluations are not required by A.I.D. on the basis that 
circumstances vary with different types of countries, projects, 
and personalities. Partly because of these variations in cir
cumstances, Missions have used many different arrangements for 
involving cooperating countries in evaluations. 

As this edition of the Handbook is written, more than half 
of the Missions have engaged in some form of joint evaluation 
exercise. Their reports indicate that the effort is generally 
useful and that most of their original reservations proved to 
have been unfounded. Conversely, some Missions which decided 
not to undertake joint evaluations regretted their decisions 
because the evaluation f4ndings often pointed to the need for 
action changes by cooperating countries. To convince the 
governments in later negotiating sessions of the need to under
take such actions proved more awkward than might have been the 
case in joint evaluation proceedings. 

One caveat to the above conclusions needs to be noted. 
Evaluations can serve several purposes. The most common one 
of assessing progress and considering how to progress further 
might often be purused jointly. But the purpose of planning 
strategy vis-a-vis the cooperating ,country should obviou5ly be 
private. Some Missions have two eValuation review sessions -
one internal and one joint to accommodate these circumstances. 

Types of Participation -- The least inclusive form of joint 
participation is to have informal discussions with responsible 
'cooperating country officers to get their opinions about the 
activity being evaluated. This should occur frequently. These 
informal soundings should reach beyond cooperating project 
personnel to higher officers, including those in planning and 
budget offices, and to persons and/o~ organizations whom the 
acti vity is ultimately desi gned to serve. ' 

Another and more comprehensive form of joint pa~ticipation 
is joint preparation or review of the project design. The 
project adviser and his counterpart may meet tog~ther with the 
Mission Evaluation Officer to work out the logical framework. 
In one such case, the two key project officers spent several 
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hours actively sorting out the project purpose while the Eval
uation Officer sat by. The clarification helped both the USAID 
and coopera.ti ng country project offi cers. In another country, 
a group of cooperating country officials and their American 
adviser went through all the worksheets and redesigned their 
project in the process. A variation on involving counterparts 
in preparation or review of project design is where the 
Americans take a draft logical framework to their counterparts 
for comment. 

Some Missions limit joint evaluation to the design stage; 
others, as described below, extend such participation to 
Mission review sessions; still others commence joint evalua-
tion with such sessions. Missions which feel issues raised at 
the Director's review are too sensitive to involve cooperating 
cou~try per~onne~ may chose, as mentioned, to hold a separate 
reVleW seSSlon wlth them. Or, this may be a reason for hold~ng 
joint participation to the design and progress measurement stage. 

, ,One Mis~ion which invites cooperating country persons to 
Slt ln the Dlrector's review sessions, sometimes invites them 
on a personal basis, and other times issues an invitation to a 
Minister to send an official representative. 

A more comprehensive joint review has occurred annually 
in U$anda for five years, even bridging a change in governments. 
Lea'!1ng Ugandan and USAID officials go on a retreat for several 
days~ away from interruptions. The Deputy Minister of Planning 
presldes. The Uganda project directors report on actions con
cer~ing reco~mendations from the previous review, on progress 
achleved dUrlng the year, and on problems outstanding. The 
respecti ve USAID advl s'ers comment. Offi ci a 1 s of both govern
ments question and offer comments. The conclusion is a joint 

,communique listing actions for each party. 

, Anothe~ approach to joint reviews is to work through 
reVlew seSSlons sponsored by the cooperating couDtry government. 
For years, some Planning Ministries have taken the initiative 
in holding semi-annual meetings to review the status of projects. 
Often these sessions, however, have not been structured nor 
have they looked systematically at facts; rather, they have 
simpl~ been a forum for asking Whether there were any problems. 
Sometlmes their usefulness has been limited by the absence of 
know~edgeable, low-level personnel. To take the approach of 
wor~lng t~rough cooperating country reviews provides an approach 
to lmprovlng the government's own capability for evaluation. 

:<. .. 
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Yet another kind of joint participati~n has occurred in 
connection with evaluation studies. Here the evaluation has 
been planned and conducted jointly, with the evaluation task 
force comprised of persons from both the cooperating country 
govey'nment and from the USAID. 

Finally, some types of activities have continuous evalua
tion built-in as a part of the activity. Data are regularly 
collected and analyzed. Such evaluations are usually con
ducted for programs of mass participation such as those to 
provide family planning services, to deliver seeds and ferti
lizers for agricultural production camp,aigns, or to eradicate 
malaria. They are also used for educational experiments in 
which achievement tests are administered to groups of students, 
etc. Such mass evaluative efforts cannot be conducted without 
much responsibility being shouldered by the cooperating 
country, particularly insofar as data collection and tabula
tion is concerned. 

Pros and Cons of Jo'1nt Participation in Evaluation --
The possible advantages of some form of joint evaluation are 
(1) more complete development of a factual base, including 
cooperating country attitudes, so that the evaluation findings 
and recommendations are more realistic, and (2) more effective 
communication. Joint participation in evaluation can educate 
top officials and arouse their interest. And, when Americans 
are observed 1 ooki ng at thei r own shortfalls, coopera ti ng 
country people will find it easier to do likewise without 
losing'face. . 

On the other hand, joint participation in evaluation may 
be cumbersome; time is required to plan the scope of work or 
the review agenda; overworked officials, both from the USAID 
and the cooperating government are subjected to another burden 
on their time; language differences may complicate sessions. 
Also, Missions sometimes feel that to surface minor issues 
in another forum would complicate major negotiations. Coop
erating countries may have internal jurisdi.ctional problems 
which make it difficult to establish which is the responsible 
operating Ministry or Office. Such'potential drawbacks to 
participation may be obviated by the form of participation 
selected and by careful planning. 

Another way of looking at joint evaluations is that they 
are themselves a form of technical assistance. When less
developed countries reach the point of self-anaiysis of their 
own operations, they will have passed an important milestone 
on the road toward ability to plan and manage their own 
development . 
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APPENDIX A 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

ASSUMPTION 

A situation or a condition which must be assumed to exist 
if the project is to succeed, but over which AID/W or the 
Mission has little or no control. 

DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESES 

"If outputs, then purpose" is called the project development 
hypothesis. The hypothesis that purpose will lead to goal is 
called the program hypothesis. These are hypotheses because 
we are not certain of th ... e causative relationship between the 
if statement and the then statement. 

END-OF-PROJECT STATUS (EOPS) 

The objectively verifiable targets that signal the successful 
compl eti on of the pr'oj ect purpose. A 1 so referred to as 
"Conditions expected at end of the project. II 

EVALUATION 

.Analysis and ~ompar~son of ac~aal progress vs. prior plans, 
~r1ented toward 1mprov1ng plans for future implementation. It 
1S part of a continuing management process consisting of 
planning, implementation, and evaluation; ideally with each 
following the other in a continuous cycle until successful 
completion of the activity. 

EVALUATION OFFICER 

The person responsible for managing the evaluation process. 

EVALUATION REVIEW 

I 
I 

The. process whereby'evidence from a project eval~ation is 1: 

rev~ewed to confirm actions requested and propose~ for the . 
com1 ng yea r: 
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GOAL 

~he term'designating the programming level beyond the 
proJect purpose. It provides the reason for the project and 
articulates the end toward which the efforts of A.I.D. (and 
the cooperating government) are directed. 

HYPOTHESIS 

A statement in the form II if A, then B Ii Where there is 
uncertainty about the causative-relationship between 
achieving ~ and achieving ~. 

INPUTS 

Inputs are the goods and services (personnel, commodities, 
participant training, etc.) provided by the Mission, AID/W, 
other donors, and/or the cooperating country, with the expecta
tion of producing specific outputs. 

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

A summary of project design, emphasizing the results expected 
when a project is sUccessfully completed. Results are exp~essed 
as objectively verifiable indicators. 

MEAS..uRESOF GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 

The means of verifying through indicators the achievement 
(in either quantitative or qualitative terms) of the goals. 

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS 
'; 

. Good p'roject design must include prior, definition of what 
wl11 be measured to demonstrate progress (indicators) and how 
m~ch '(targets). Ways,of verifying progress should be objeC:
tlVely stated so thatt both a proponent of a project and an 
informed skeptic would agree that progress has or has not been 
as planned. Preestablishing objectivel~ verifiable indicators 
and targets helps focus discussion on evidence rather than 
opi ni ons. ' 
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OUTPUTS 

The specifically intended kind of results (as opposed to 
their magnitude) that can be expected from good management of 
the inputs provided. A project manager might be considered 
responsible for producing specific outputs; the Mission or 
AID/W action office shares responsibility for the judgment 
that producing these outputs will result in achieving purpose. 

PROJECT 

. A 'planned undertaking that clearly specifies what will be 
accomplished, over what period of time, and at what cost. 

PROJECT APPRAISAL:REPORT (PAR) 

.- The by-product of the project eval uation process that 
-reports the results of §valuations. 

PROJECT q.f:S IGN 

A summary of' what the project is expected to achieve 
(purpose), and how it will be achieved with the inputs and 
time available. The key elements of project design may be 
summarized in the logical framework format. 

PROJECT MANAGER 

The individual responsible fot a project. More specifically, 
the individual who is charged with protecting A.I.D.ls manage
able interests, producing the agreed-upon outputs within the 
specified time and cost constraints. 

PURPOSE 

That which is expected to be achieved if the project is 
completed successfully and on time. It expresses in quantita
tive or qualitative terms (within parameters capable of 
verification) that which we hope to ~reate,·accomplish, or 
change with a view toward influencing the solution of a 
country or sector problem. 
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TARGET 

An indic'ator with a magnitude to be realized at a specific 
date; an explicit and objectively verifiab1e measure of 
results expected. 
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APPENDIX B 

1. Inadequate original construction or conversion: ~ 

dirt floors . ide steps or floors 2 
2. Considerable w~arg~~dl~~der? ~ 
3. Are the roo~st 1n ,'n good repair? 11 
4. Is the furnl ure. b 19ing of outside wa s 5. SUbstantial sagglng or u 1 

. or roof "po"'ch steps or rail ir.g 22 Sh k or un' ''',<-' , , 
6. a y ':- ~~ Ig wi ndow panes 2 
7. Broken or m,~., ,I 'ndow frames ~.lo 
8. Rotted or loose Wl tll door frames or OutSIU ... 2 9. Deep wear on doors , d 

steps t'ally missing gutters an 10. Badly rusted or par 1 

downspouts d' ood order? . 
11. Is the lot cl~a~n:~ c~~s~ruction or converSl0n: 
12. InadeqUatefto~lgte1"'1'o'" wal'l's , 

makeshi 1~." truction or converSlon: 

2 
3 

13. Inadekquh~~tO~~f~~~~rc~~~ls or roof 
ma es 1 over over 

1 arge small 

3 
3 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 

3 

3 
2 

3 

3 

area area none 
o en cracks, rotted, loose, or 14. H?le~, p . 1s on insid8 walls 

m1ss1ng mater~:Cks rotted, loose, or 
15. Holes, open c. 'floors 

missing mater1al~ onro+ted loose, or 
16. Holes, open c~ac s, c~ili~gs 

missing mater1al~ onof floors or walls 
17. Substantial sagg1ng tt d loose or 
18. Holes, open c~a~ks~/~ou~d~ti'on 

missing materla ~s rotted, loose or 
19. Holes, open c~ac ~n outside walls 

missing materlal ks otted loose or 20 Holes open crac s, r , 
. missi~g materials o~ ro~~ 

21. Where is water obtalned. (Score 1) 

~{~:~ or wells outside ~~~~~: ~l 
Piped into house . 

11 U 'versity Index of Houslng * Adapted from Corne n1 
(Contract AID/csd-817). 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 
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22. What type of lighting does unit have? 
Other (Scol'e 1) 
Electric (Score 3) 

23. What kind of fuel is Used for cooking? 
Other (Score 1) 
Electric or gas (Score 3) 

24. What kind of refrigeration is used? 
Other or none (Score 1) 
Electric (Score 3) 

25. What tOilet facilities are available for this household? 
Other (Score 1) 
Flush toilet inSide (shared) or outside (Score 2) 
Flush toilet inside, eXclusive use (Score 3) 

26. What kind of bathing facilities are available for household? 
Other (Score 1) 
Installed tub or shower in~ide (shared) 

or outside (exc1usive use) (Score 2) 
Installed tub or shower inSide, 

exclusive use (Score 3) 
TOTAL score Possible = 3 x 26 = 78 

II. Measuring Community DevelD'pmeY!l* 

This is a draft of an instrument for comparing the level 
of development of communities and urban barrios. Its purpose 
is to provide a systematic way of selecting communities ~/hich 
are_most ready to take advantage of development programs or 
outside help 51ch ~~ Peate Corps Volunteers. It is deSigned 
to be completed oJ -:::Ie person in about half a day in small 
communities or, at most, one full day in large Communities or 
barrios in Cities. It is not an instrument for thorough, 
in-depth study of the community. Rather, it represents the 
first step in chOOSing high potential communities for 

. development. The baseline measures will be obtained: 

(1) by walking up and down each street of the Community, 
counting and classifying houses, and counting stores, 
public bUildings, restaurants, theaters, etc. 

(2) by talking to four or five knowledgeable community 
members, such as the local priest, teniente politico, 
school teachers, coop leadets, and others to find out 
such factors as eXisting active organizations, outside 
entities represented in the community, Community projects, Social problems or health problems. 

* For illustrative purposes only. By COurtesy of Richard J. Greene, USAID/Ecuador. 

I' 
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These basel i ne measures of communi ty achi evements and\ .. 
activity should reflect the will and energy of community 
leaders and members. In other words, communities that are ~ 
well organized and have many improvements and services are 
likely to have more dynamic populations than do less developed 
communities. These active communities are the ones which, 
hypothetically, should benefit most from development resources, 
whether Volunteers, technical assistance, organization efforts 
for coops, education ~rograms, and the like. 

I. 

II. 

COMMUNITY SURVEY 

IDENTIFICATION 

A. Name of community,_-:--~,--...,.,-----,--;-;"-~,----=--
B. Location (approximate time by car and direction from 

major town or le.ndmark)_--,--------:-'.......-:=---
C. Is community capital of canton or parish? __ _ 
D. Regi on: Coast Sj,erra Or; ente 
E. Date of founding'- ------

Predomi nant fi rst-l anguage: Spani sh, ____ -----
Quechua Use both Quechua and Spanish _____ 

House types and popu1ation estimates (tabulate number in 
each category) TOTALS 
A. Chozas' (houses markedlY poor; shacks compared 

to rest).,,--___ --~------
B. Paja,palm, wood roof_..:-:-"-,------
C. Zinc, ardex, cement roof--=-_____ _ 
D. Tile (clay or cement) roof _____ _ 
E. Cement roof ___________ _ 

Total houses in community 

F. Houses under construction (foundation 
begun or more) ~-~--~-~---~ G. Give estimate of number of ,people per house ______ _ 

H. Estimate of total population ______ ----
= 

(Total houses) X (People) 

III. COMMUNITY SERVICES (Indicate type or number in each 
category) A. Water System (check which are used) 
Well s -______________ _ 
Communi ty Faucets~--~--------------------
Water in Houses 
No impro~ed water system - river, irrigation ditches 
1 ake, etc . _______________ --------

I 
.~ , 

IV. 
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P B. Community Electric System 
resent __ No. customers __ (ask company or coop)None_ 

is in c;:ommUnitY)CTe1e~~~~~nicat+~~! ~~h~Ck every ~ode that 

~~~n(~~~t:~ent) Newspapers deliverea d~ilY R~~~ger per 

D. Street System - No street 1 
trai:s __ Dnl y one street __ Number blocks dir~' s~~e~ts 
__ , gravel __ ; cobbl estone---'paved __ 

to community N~~be/~~~~io~;aiio~ ~ystemd- Number roads 
road Distance (t'ime) b 00 , 0 roa __ On main 
in community Number bu~e~apre;owma~,n rOTad __ .Tax~ service 
Plane servic-e- ee -- raln SeY'V1Ce 

Plaza 
Chape'l-=-'s -----
Catholic Churches 
Protestant II 

Post Office 
Pol ice Station -
Fi re Department-
Municipal Bathrooms-

-Open Ma rkets ' 

Public.~~rvices (indicate number) 
Mllltary Buildings 
Munici pal Governme-::-n-;-t-;B~l"d;-g-s-.--

Agency offices 
COI)1f1IWn ity Ce nt-=-e:-:-r -;B~l"d;-g-s ---
Prirlary schools .---
ColE!gios 
P a rque s TI:;-n":t:fa::-:n::-:it::-:;i'l-=-e-=--s-----
Canchas 
Hea lth °p:::-os::-:ti:':s:---------

Covered Market Buildings Hospitals -:---------
G. 

Banks 
Resta.urants 
~l~heat-e-r-s--
Bill iard Halls 
Gasol ine Sta t-:-i-on--
Mechanic Shop 
Pri nt Shop "----

COMMUNITY SPECIALISTS 

Private Services (indicate number) 
Hotels or Pensiones 
Drugstores ----
Barbershop,-;::s--------
Shoe Repa i r'--------
Ta il 0 r / Seam;;:s+t;::;'re:;-;s:-;s:------
Carpenter Shop 
Other (specify·T)------

(indicate number) 

Priests (full time) 
Teniente Pol itico '"----

Doctor Nu rse -----:--------
Jefe d1f Registro Civ·il 
Polici~ --------

'<; , , 

Denti;-s+t----"-----
Teacher'~s----------
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COM~'UNITY ORGANIZATIONS (padres de famil ia, Recreation, 
social: rel'lglous, cooperatives, political, agricultura'l) Type Frequency of Number 
~ (Purpose) Meeting (!=ormal of 

or Informal) Socios 

1._--__ -----

2._--------
3._--------
4.~_-------

--------

5._--------

VI. COMMUNITY PROJECTS (Physical improvements planned or in 

process) A. Project description_--------------

B. Communi ty Organi zati on Sponsor = C. Work stage: Only Planning Underway (explain progress, 
e.g.,start of organizing, talk to agency,etc.)_--

When actual work started._-~Date scheduled completion 

D. Agency Participation: No agency help Community initiated, agency help 
vlith execution ==- Agency initiated, community 
execution Agency initiated and execution 
_---- Agency[s) which are participati n9_--

= VII. COMMUNITY ECONOMICS 

A. Land tenure of surrounding community 
Mainly commercial haciendas ___ ..,-
Mainly small property owners ____ Estimated plot size ___ 
Mainly haciendas which are subdivided: arrendatarios, 
desmonteros, arimados, partidarios (circle which is 
the dominant arrangement); estimated plot si ze __ _ 

• 
B. Production (List major trops or products shipped for 
, sale outside of community) . 

1. 4._-----------
2." 5._------~-
3. 6._---'"---,-----

II 
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C. If city barr' 1 1. lOS, . ist major occupations 
2.-,-----::----- 4. 3. ' 5.--------

6.------~-

of inhabitants 

D. Industries (list all 1. types, include artisan 
2.------- 4. . 3. 5._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

6. 

industries) 

VIi I. COMMENTS (Exp 1 a in' f A. Fundamental soc~ala~~ ~~ the.following are present) 
plans for land aCqUisiti~~om1~ c~a~ge movements (e.g., ~ , 0 ta1nlng water rights etc) 

B. Community Problems ( , . 
delinquency, alcohol~~~) serious health problems, 

C. Special economic circumstances ( presence of important 'd . e. g. ~ arti san economy, 1n ustry, etc.) 
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SELECTED OUTPUT INDICATORS 
(For illustrative purposes only) 

MARKETING AND DISTRI~UTION 

APPENDIX C 

*Number firms participating in sales training program 
*Number national sales training seminars held 
*Number product-use pamphlets produced 
*Number training films produced 

Number warehouses erected 
*Number trainers trained . . 
*Number training meetings conducted (In sales technlques, 

technical use of product, and management procedures) 
Number trained farm organization su~e~visors on ~u~y 

*Number education meetings (for fertlllzers, pestlclde) 
Number of farm organizations 

CREDIT 

Increase in field staff 
Number rural banks establ i shed 
Number bank branch offices opened 
Number of import and distribution loans 
Value of import and distribution loans 
Number of loan applications received 
NumQer of loan applications processed 
Number 'of loan applications approved 
Proportion of cultivators receiving loans (numb~r 

recioients of loans dividea by number of cultlvators) 

CROP PRODUCTION 

*Hectares improved variety planted 
Seed standards developed 
Seed growers' association established 

*Number farmers trained in new techniques 
*Tons seed grain imported 

Tons seed ~rain produced locally. . 
*Seed storage facilities co~structed and equlpped 
Priv~te sector seed import~tion system developed 

(number of importers) 
Number tons of yield harvested (milled) 

AN J'1AL PRODUCT! ON 

Numbef breeder hatcheries (broiler and egg producers) 
established 

* These are input measures showing progress in a course of ac
tion towards a 'target but are not the target outputs themselves. 

,('? 
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Number day old chickens produced per year 
Number mark~t eggs produced per year 
Number swine farms established (or improved) 
Incre~se in brood sows 
Increase in market hogs 
Number vaccine production and testing centers established 
Number qUarantine stations existing 
Number animal disease diagnostic centers established 
Amount vaccine produced 
Number hogs (chickens, dogs, etc.) vaccinated 
Number feed mills established 
Amount produced per year of balanced formulated feeds 
Number abattoirs established 
National livestock center established 
Number pigs for sale 

LAND REFORM 

Number hectares aerial photographed (or surveyed) 
Number of titles registered or distributed 
Necessary legislation passed 
Percent farmers on own land 

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 

.. 
Number occupational employment surveys completed 
Number on-the-job training systems in operation 

TAX COLLECTION 

Increase in revenue over last year 

FAMILY PLANNING 

Number of ·home visits by F.P. personnel 
Number of pi11s distributed 
Number of training courses given 
Number of trainees graduated 
Number of research projects completed 
Number of new acceptors 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Newspaper circulation per 1000 
Number pieces mail per 1000 
Radio - TV per 1000 
Cinema attendance per 1000 
To ta l' number telephones in country 
Number telephones in major cities 
Number telephones outside major cities 

i ~J 

! 
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INSTITUTIONAL 'MATURITY 

Political viability demonstrated 
Professional status recognized 
Technical competence proved 
Survival capacity demonstrated 
Ability to attract financial resources shown 
Capacity to innovate demonstrated 

LABOR 

Services being used in community 

Number collective bargaining contracts , 
Number members ih unions divided by number of wage earners 
Changes in real wages and benefits 

EDUCATION 

Number classrooms built 
Number graduates of teacher training colleges 
Number prototype libraries established 
Number returned participants assigned to appropriate 

positions . . 
Percent literate adults ln populatlon 
Percent children able to pass UN reading test 
School enrollees; ratio to school-age population 
Number of drop outs; % drop outs by grade an~ ag~ 
Access to. education - number of members of mlnorlty group 

. - gi 1"'1 s, numbers and percent of total 
Student-teacher ratios ~ 
Number of teachers in posi ti'on 
Literacy rates - changes for total population and percent 

over 15 years old 
Number textbooks written, printed, revised, distributed 
Percent vocational education graduates placed 
Earnings of vocational education graduates vs. untrained 
Budget support from local or central government 

1 

I 
1 
i 

~ 
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APPENDIX 0 
SUGGESTED IISOCIAL INDICATORS " 

I. General 

A. Population Distribution 

Knowledge of the spatial distribution of population is 
useful for many types of social, political and economic 
analysis. The reason for requesting a division of the popula
tion into rural vs. various size urban categories instead of 
the more conventional urban-rural classification is to obtain 
some picture of the relative significance of urban communities 
of different size ~ith different socia-economic functions: 1) 
market-towns{5,000 - 20,000) which can serve as centers of agro
industrial activity, 2) medium sized cities (more than 20,000) 
which serve as regional centers and can absorb much of the 
rural-urban migration~ and 3) vast urban agglomerations to which 
villagers flock after leaving intermediate cities in which their 
integration is probably difficult. 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
a) Rural Population 
b) Towns of 5,000 - 20,000 
c) Intermediate Cities 
d) Major cities 

~B. Access to Education - Primary School Scholarization Rate 

School attendance in relation to school-age popUlation 
indicates how much of the popUlation has access to education. 
Differential urban and rural rates are especially significant 
since the rural population generally has inferior access to 
education and similar services. Because education is so im
portant a factor in social mobility, school attendance ratios 
(scholarization rates) may also serve as an indicator of social 
mobil ity. 

If school enrollment and population data are broken 
down by urban and rural, as it is for some countries, differ
ential urban and rural scholarization rates can be calculated. 
In the ab~ence of such data it may be possible to make an 
estimate based on general kll10wledgb M the availability of 
primary schools in rural ar~~as. 
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primary School Scholarization 
Number of grades 

Age at entrance to first grade 

NATIONAL 1 Enrollment 
2 School-Age Population 

(Age_to_) 
3 Scholarizat10n Rate 

(1 +2) 

1 Enrollment 
2 School-Age Population 
3 Scholarization Rate 

(1 +2) 

1 Enro 11 ment 
2 School-Age Population 
3 Scholarization Rate 

(1 +2) 

19601965197019751980 

C. Distribution of Service Activities: Telephones 

The number of telephones in the major cities should be 
stated along with the total number in the country. The number 
of actual instruments is preferable to the nllmber of telephone 
numbers listed in directories since it gives a better indica
tion of telephone use. but if the former is not available the 
latter can be used. These data are presumably available at the 
telephone bureau (PTT) or company.<.' The number of telephones 
per 100,000 of population is useful as a meas~re.of.the de~elop
ment of communications, but the purpose of th1S 1nd1cator 1S as 
a measure of the extent to which service activitJes(businesses, 
government offices, tommercial agriculture, etc.) are geograph
ically dispersed throughout the countt~ or narrowly con~entrated 
in one or two centers. The distribution of telephones 1S thus 
a proxy for the distribution of economic activity other than 
traditional agriculture and handicrafts. 

1. Number of Telephones (Total) 
2. Number in Major City (Cities) 
3. Number outside Major City (1-2) 
4. Percentage Outside Major City 

(3fl) 

, ' 

1.9601965197019751980 
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D. Communications: Newspaper Circulation 

Th~ circulation of newspapers expressed as the daily 
sales of newspapers per 1,000 of population gives an indication 
of what proportions of the population is participating in the 
national economic, social, political and cultural life. All 
newspapers, including local weeklies, can be included but it is 
presumed that the total circulation is preponderantly accounted 
for by metropolitan dailies and that this figure is relatively 
easy to get. 

1 Daily Newspaper Circulation 
2 Population (1,000) 
3 Circulation per 1,000 people 

(1 +2) 

II. Agricultural 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 -- -- -- ----

The following are combinations of economic and social data 
and various indicators useable for evaluations in the agri
cultural field. National accounts information is assumed to be 
already available, both in the countries and in AID/W. 

A. Distribution of Land Ownership 

The pattern of land ownership is closely tied to social 
strijcture and the di~tribution of power as well as to produc
tion. It is therefore important to know the eXisting situation 
and to have some understanding of the way it is evolving, i.e., 
toward greater concentration or greater equality. The pattern 
of land holdings may be described by size and by type of hold
ing. Missions should use some recent year for which informa
tion ;s available. Repeating these data for five year 

. intervals will show trends. The entries under column (1) 
IIHectares, II may need to be revised depending on how the country 
groups farms by size. (One hectare = 2.47 acres.) 

Hectares 

(1) 
o - 2.4 

2.5 - 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 19.9 
20.0 - 49.9 
50.0 - 99.9 

100.0 & over 

Land Holdings Pattern, 19 

Land in Farms 
(000 hectares) 

(2) 

Number of Farms Average Size 
(OOOlof Farms (2+3) 

(3) (4) . 
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Farmer - Land Relationshi~ 19 __ 

Hectares 

(1) 
0.0 - 2.4 
2.5 - 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 19.9 
20.0 - 49.9 
50.0 - 99.9 

100.0 & over 

Owner Tenant Share
crop)er 

(2) (3) (4 

Landless Other, Total 
Laborer 

(5) (9) (7) 

B. Access to Modern Farm Technology 

The extent to which farmers are participating in the use 
of improved inputs is an important determinant of the rate at 
which the agricultural sector is able to mode~nize. Use of 
chemi'cal fertilizers, on which data are relatlVely good, may be 
taken as a proxy for the whole range of impro~ed.inputs and . 
practices. For this purpose the.most usefu~ 1nd1cator of ~ert1-
lizer consumption is the proport1o~ ~f cult1vator~ (~xclud1ng 
farm laborers) using chemical fert1l1~ers. If.t~lS 1S not 
available annual consumption of chem1cal fert1l1zers (express
ed as kii~grams of plant nutrient, not bulk fertilizer) pe~ 
hectare of cultivated land would be an acceptable alternat1ve. 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
1. Number of Cultivators (exclud~~---

ing farm labot'ers) . 
2. Cultivators using chemical 

fertilizers 
3. Proportions using fertilizers 

(2 t 1) 

1. Annual Consumption of Chemi
cal Fertilizers (M.T. of 
nutrient value) 

2. Cultivated area (1,000 hec
tares) 

3. Use of fertilizer ~er hec
tare (kg) (1 • 2) 

or: 
= 

1960 1965197019751980 

C. Access to Agricultural Credit 

Access to credit on reasonable terms is a major factor 
affecting the adoption by farmers of impl"oved practices and 
purchased inputs. It is therefore important to know what 

I 
i 

i 
t 
1 

1 < 
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proportion of the agricultural population (cultivators, not 
farm laborers) has access to such credit. 

Distribution of Credit by Farm Size, 19 

Hectares 
(1) 

o - 2.4 
2.5 - 4.9 
5.0 - 9.9 

10.0 - 19.9 
20.0 ~ 49.9 
50.0 - 99.9 

100. & over 

Number 
of Loans 

(2) 

Total Value 
of C\"edi t 

(3) 

Distribution of Loans by Source, 19 

Total, All Sources 
(1) 

Government Agr.Bank 
Private Banks 
Farmers Cooperatives 
(incl. Credit Unions) 

Number Total Value 
of Loans of Credit 

(2) (3) 

AverClge Value 
of Loans 3+2 

(4) 

Average Value 
of Loans 3:2 

(4) 

Separate tables on this sort of information may be 
gathered for short, medium and long-term loans - the latter 
being those lasting more than twelve months. 

D. Access of Farm Population to Markets 

Farm-to-market roads make "it possible for farmers to 
produce for an off-farm market and thus constitute a major 
determinant of whether they adopt improved practices. The 
possibility open to farmers of participating in the market can 
be gauged by the extent of the feeder or farm-to-marketroad 
system. Kilometers of farm-to-market roads usable throughout 
the year by motor vehicles (and kilometers of canals, if 
relevant) per square kilometer of cultivated land give a good 
measure of the extent of the transport system. The national 
highway system should be excluded, but if it is impossible to 
separate it out, use total road mileage. 

1. Kilometers of feeder roads 
2. Area cultivated (1,000 ha.) 
3. Roads/cultivated area (km/ha) 

(l ~2) 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
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E. Mohetizati on of Agri cuiture 

The relative sizes uf the subsistence (or non-monetized)_ ~ 
and the commercial (or mOjfetized) sectors are an important 
indication of the extent to which farmers are participating in 
the national economic system and in the national life generally. 
This can be measured in terms of the share of total agricultural 
output produced in the sUbsistence sector or in terms of the 
proportion of cUltivators working in the sUbsistence sector, 
(The two ratios will differ since productivity in the subsist-
ence sector is lower than in the commercial one.) 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

1. Gross value of agricultural output 
2. Gross value of subsistence output 
3. Share of sUbsistehce sector (2fl) 
4. Number of cultivators 
5. Number of sUbsistence cUltivators 
6. Share of sUbsistence cultivators 

(5f4) 

iII.Empl~ment and Wages 

A. Structure of Employment: Wage and Salary Earners 

The size of the wage~and salary earning component in 
the total economically active population reflects rationaliza
tion and institutionalization of economic activity. It can be 
used as an indicator of modernization. This group consists of 
those paid regularly by the week,· month or year, such as the 
employees of government agencies, public or private business 
enterprises, commercial agriculture, and organizations dis
pensing professional and personal services. It does not 
include the self-employed (e.g., in agriculture, handicrafts, 
small shops or street-vending) or casual labor employed for 
short periods (e.g., migratory agricultural workers). 

19601965 1970 1975 1980 
1. Economically Active Population--
2 .. Wage and Sal ary Earners 
3. Ratio (2f1) 

B. Unemployment 

Unemployment is a structural problem of modernization 
that may have economic, social, and political consequences if 
it rises steadily or is not alleviated over long periods of 
time. The number of unemployed is, of course, more meaningful 
if related to the total labor force as provided for in the 
table below. S1nce urban unemployment presents special 

"' 

I , 
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problems, provision is made in the table for presenting it 
separately in relation to the urban labor force. 

1. Unemployed \ 
(a) Urban unemployed 

2. Labor Force 
(a) Urban Labor Force 

3. Unemployed as proportion 
of Labor Force .(1,2) 

(a) Urban unemployed as 
propdrtion of urban 
labor force (1a,2a) 

1960 1965 1970' ,1975 1980 

f c. Trend in Real Wages 
6 , 

! \' j 

....... [ 

.; t 

The purpose of this measure is to ascertain whether the 
economic position of wage earners has improved or deteriorated, 
and how much. The average daily wage (for that portion of the 
labor force on which wage statistics are available) should be 

~" deflated by the index of the cost of living (or other 
. t apprbpriate deflator). 

"I. 
·'1 \. 

1· 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
~ 

.~ -J 1. Money Wages 
l 2~ Cost of living index (1960=100) 
; 3 . .Real Wages 100 x (1,2) 
t; 
1 
\: 'D. Unionization 

The extent of unionization, as measured by the per
centage of the wage earning population which belongs to a 
union, when taken with the activeness of the trade union move

t ment, as measured by the number of workers engaged in strikes 
• "during a 12-month period, gives an indication of the degree 

.r· of organized
d 

expression available tO
h 

the wage-edarning pOPlula:.. 
tion. The ata are more relevant w en compare with rea 
wage trends in III.C.above. 

The membership data are/presumably available from the 
trade unions. The wage earning population used as the 
denominator should (like the numerator) exclude agricultural 
workers arid civil servants,.but include ernployees of stat!" 
enterpri ses ... 

The data on strike participation are simply an 
estimate of the number of workers wh,o participated in strikes, 
not of man days (or years). 

-" , 
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1. Number of Wage Earners 
2. Union Membership 
3. Union members as % of 

Wage Earners (2+1) 
4. Number of Workers 

Participating in 
Strikes 
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1960 1975 
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APPENDIX E 

INDICATORS - ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS 

PER CAPITA GROWTH 

Goal - 2.5% growth per capita per year. 

Indicators GNP, total and per capita 
GNP, Growth rates total and per 

capita 
GNP, indexes total and per capita • 

Advantages of Indicators - Combines effect of production and 
population growth 

Best single overall measure. 

Shortcomings of Indicators - Intercountry comparisons need 
adjustment for constant dollar 
exchange rates 

Masks or omits other significant 
vari.ables such as income g 
distribution or rural-urban 
disparities. 

INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

Goal -

Indicators -

Advantages of Indicators -

) ; . 
More equitable distribution to 

economic and soc1al groups, with 
larger shares of benefits of 
progress going to needier 
sectors and investment 

Index of investment 
Income distribution 
Average earnings by sector (where 

available) 
Social progress - life expectancy 

- access to education 
- agricultural productivity 

Income distribution is best 
available quantitative indicator 
of general welfare 

Relate to some of necessary policy 
measures for social progress I Shortcomings of Indicators - Standards of living affected by 
prices and social services, so 

~"---.-
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that inter-country comparisons 
less meaningful than intra
comparisons over time. 

TRADE DIVERSIFICATION 

Goals- Make national income structures 
increasingly free from depend
ence on export of a few primary 
products and on import of 
capital goods " 

Stabilize export prices or income 

Indicators Composition of exports 
Trends of GNP sectors 
Indexes - production manufactured 

exports 

Advantages of Indicators - Like the income distribution,. 
supplement GNP as an indicator 
of general development 

. t.. 

Shortcomings of Ind'icators - Do not relate to price stability. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Goal - Accelerate rational industrializa
tion to utilize natural 
resources and provide employ
ment, taking full advantage of 
both public and private sectors 

Indicators - Value added by manufacturing 
Power produc.ti on 
Output of specific manufactures 
Export of manufactures 

Advantages of Indicators _ Value added measures actual 
. contribution of processing, 

whi,l e output fi gures may be 
better for i nter-coulitrycom
pari sons by eliminatlng 
comparative price ptoblems 

Export of Manufactures gives a 
. clue to their competitiveness 

Power consumption is recognized 
as a good general indicator of 
industrial sophistication 

!! 
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Shortcomings of Indicators - Should be used in conjunttion with 
other i ndi cators for agriculture 
and education, since LDC's have 
often been tempted to over
emphasize investment in the 
visible aspects of modernity at 
the expense of general develop
ment. 

AGRI CULTURE 

Goals - Raise the level of agricultural 
output and productivity greatly 

Improve related storage, trans
portation, and marketing 
services 

Indicators - Central government agriculture 

Advantages of indicators 

expenditure -
index 
% of GNP 
% of total government expendi
ture 

Total agriculture production 
· aggregate value 

index 
· pe~ capita index 

Total crop production 
· aggregate value 

index 
Total food production 

aggregate value 
index 
per capita index 

Agricultural schools - enrollment 
and graduates 

Agricultural coops - numbers and 
members 

Production was considered best 
general comparable indicator 
because it tends to average out 
variations in individual crops, 
soils, weather, etc. 

Per capita indexes relate produc
tion growth to population growth 

Expenditures show-level of 
government interest 

... ........----,---
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Shortcomings of Indicators - Production does not necessarily 
indicate progress in technologY 
as do F.A.O. reports on yields 
per acre for many crops (al
though these figures must be com
pared over an extended time 
series to average out weather 
variations). 

Production and needs do not always 
relate directly, since countries 
can or should import and export 
widely different proportions of 
their consumption and output. 

AGRARIAN REFORM 

Goal - Comprehensive reform leading to 
effective transformation of un
just systems of land tenure and 
use so that, with tJme1y and ade
quate credit. technical assis
tance and facilities for market
ing and distribution, land be
comes a basis of ~conomic stabil
ity, welfare and dignity of man 
who works it. 

Indicators - No uniform indicators possible. 

• Shortcomings of Possible 
Indicator's 

- Uniform figures not available • 
Reform consists of more than tenure. 
Credit and .:>ther supporting 

measures. 

EDUCATION 

Goals - Eliminate adult illiteracy. 
Assure access to 6 years of primary 

education for each school age , 
child-by 1970. ,I 

Moderni z,e and expand voca ti ona 1 , t 
technical. secondary and~higher 1\ 

educational and training"'facillties. 
Strengthen capacity for basic and I 

applied researchi 1 
Provide the competent personnel re- ~ 

quired in rapidly growing societies. 

1 
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Indicators - Central government education 
expenditures 

, 

· index 
· % of GNP 
· % of total government expendi

tUres 
Prima~y schools -

ehrol1ment 
student-teacher ratios 

· teachers 
· graduates 
· classrooms constructed 

Secondary schools -
· student-teacher ratios 
· teachers 
· graduates 

General secondary and higher 
schools - enrollment 

Teacher training institutions -
enrollment . 

Teacher training institutions -
teachers 

Teacher training institutions -
graduates 

Higher schools - gra~uates 
III i teracy 

_Advantages,of Indicators - Generally relate directly to 
targets 

, 
Shortcomings of Indicators Do not report on qualitative goals 

such as "modernize," "strengthen 
research capacity." 

,~ .. 

HEALTH 

Goals - Increase life expectancy at birt~ 
by a minimum of 5 years and 

Increase ability to learn and 
produce by: 

Providing public water and 
sewage disposal to 70% of 
urban and 50% of rural 
population 
Reducing mortality of child
ren less than 5 years of age 
by one-half 

• Controlling-more serious 
communicable diseases 
Improving nutrition 
Improve basic health services 

-""---
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Train medical and health 
personnel 
Intensify health research 

Indicators - Practicing physicians 
Practicing nurses 
Hospital beds 
Life expectancy 
Potable water availability 
% of population provided with 

sewage facilities 
Death rates for major epidemic 

diseases 
Food calorie availabilities 

Comment - General goal of increased ability 
to learn and produce was 
generally translated into 
countable actions. 

GOVERNMENT REVENUES 

Goals - Improve ability to collect 
revenues needed to support other 
goals . 

Indicators 

Advantages of Indicators 

Improve equity of tax,systems 
Improve effectiveness of tax 

systems in promoting development 

- Domes-tic revenues - index 
Domestic revenues - % of GNP 
Tax revenues index 
Central government tax revenues -
, % of GNP 
Central government tax revenUes 

% of domestic revenues 

- Total revenue as a % of GNP is 
probab)y the best single indica
tor of country self-help, 
although some non-tax revenue 
may reflect entrepreneurial 
activities of governnlents 

Shortcomings of Indicators - Data on regional and local 
revenues likely to be incomplete 

Central government revenues may not 
be useful for inter-country com
parisons because of variations in 
reliance on local governments. 

I 
} .. 
i 
I 
1 
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PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
APPENDIX F 

These are Edgar L. Owens I "working" standards of progress. 
There is nothing "official" about them. But they are among the 
few rule-of-thumb standards that are available and useable to 
make comparisons. They are summarized here in the interest of 
generating further discussion and research on them. 

A. General Economic Indicators 

1. Per Capita· Income 

A good ~ate indicates 'rapid progress in both industry 
and agrlculture. A poor rate suggests some major 
problems Which, historically, we know are probably' 
found in agriculture and agro-industries, since rapid 
industrial progress usually follows farm progress. For 
a good rate, a norm seems to be 5% or more, while a 
poor rate is something substantially less than 5%. 

Per Capita Domestic Product 
Percent Annua 1 Growth. 1960-69 

Japan 10.0 

Korea 6.4 
Ta iwan 6.3 
PUerto Rico 6.0 

Israel 5.3 

Tha il and 4.7 
Ivory Coast 4.Z 
YUgoslavia 4.6 

Malaysia 3.8 
Mexico, Turkey 

and Morocco 3.4 

Argentina 2.6 
Venezuela 2.5 
Tunisia 2.1 

Phil ippines 1.9 
Chile & Uganda 1.7 
Tanzania 1.6 
Colombia, & Kenya 1.5 
Brazil & Peru 1.4 
India 1.1 cont'd 

... , , . 
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2. Exports 

Senegal 
Ghana 
N'j geri a 
Uruguay 
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SOURCE: World Bank 

0.1 
0.0 

-0,.3 
-0.8 

Increases of $2 to $5 (current prices) per capita per 
year have been recorded. It ought to be po~sible to 
increase exports at a rate of $1.50 per caplta annually 
at a minimum. Very low rates, such as 20¢ or 30¢ 
indicate major problems. 

Equally important, the proportion of exports that are 
processed in some fashion should rise by several 
percent a year. 

The first table shows exports per capita for a number of 
:ountries, 1950 and 1969. The variation in performance 
is ~ery considerable and is essentially a reflection of 
1 country·s capacity to diversify its production base 
lnd to meet international standards in quality, delivery 
jates, spare parts, and so forth. 

rhe second table, the comparison of Taiwan and Mexico, 
is an example of how export data can be analyzed to get 
some notion of how well a country is developing its 
capacity to pay its own way in the international 
community. The capacity to compete is essentially a 
processing and manufacturtng capacity. As the table 
sho\tJs, Taiwan has been developing thi s capacity much 
more rapi dly than Mexico. And, as shown on the first 
table, Taiwan·s exports per capita haveemultiplied six 
times faster than Mexico·s. 

Two qualifications should be .added to the above. First, 
the oil-mineral rich countries, such as Venezuela, Iran, 
and Malaysia are obviously in· a speoial category. The 
question for these countl~ies is how they use their ample 
export earnings. . 

Second, the entries in the 1 eft-hand cohlmn 'of the 
second table can be made more or 1e$s detailed than 
shown here, and they shoUld be adjusted somewhat to suit 
th~ composition of exports of a country. The table is 
included h~re simply to illustrate how export statistics 
can be used as an analytical tool. 
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Exports Per Capita: Early 1950s-1969 

Country 

Israel 
Taiwan 
Yugoslavia 
Korea 
Mexico 
Morocco 
Egypt 
India 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Indonesia 
Colombia 

Early 1950s 

$27.93 
10.66 
10.91 

.71 
17.84 
21.19 
17.73 
3.39 

69.01 
26.90 
10.42 
39.89 

1969 

$242.27 
76.05 
72.46 
19.83 
29.23 
32.23 
22.92 
3.51 

67.21 
25.04 
6.80 

29.69 

Change 

$214.34 
65.39 
61.55 
19.12 
11 .99 
11.04 
5.19 
.12 

-1.80 
-1.86 
-3.62 

-10.20 

SOURCE: UN Yearbook of International Trade Statistics. 

Percentagti Distribution of Exports, 
Taiwan and Mexico, 1951 and 1968 

Taiwan 

Traditional 
_Exports 
Ta iwan: 

. Mexico: 

Agricultural 

Sugar, Tea, Rice 
Cotton, Coffee, 
Fish 

Other Unprocessed Aqricu1tural 

73;9% 

Produc ts 9.7 
Processed Agricultural Products 4.1 

Sub-Total, Agricultural 87.7 

Mineral Ores and Oil 
Manufactures 

Sub-Total, Non-Agricultural 

Miscellaneous Exports, Errors 
and Omissions 

3.2 
.9 
~ 

8.2 

Total 100% 
Total Dollar Value of Exports $9a~3 
Proportion of Products Exported 

as Processed Agricultural 
Commodities or Manufactures 5.0% 

8.9% 

14.4a/ 
19.0-
42;3 

1.4 
56.1 
57.5 

.2 

100% 
$802.5 

75.1 % 

S9URCE : UN Commodity Trade Statistics Bulletins 
~ Excludes wood products made from imported logs. 

Mexico 

29.5% 

10.6 
18.9 
69.0 

37.8 
3.2 

41.0 

20.0% 

27.4-
13.7 
6l:l 

24.0 
10.9 
34.9 

100% 100% 
$468.7 $1,257.6 

22.1 % 24.6% 
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3. Bi rth Ra!te 

Once a secular decline in the birth rate sets in, as in 
. Taiwan and Puerto Rico, then the rate should decline by 

around 1/2 per 1,000 per year for 2 or 3 decades until 
it is down to 20 per 1,000 or lower. 

Birth Rates Per 1,000 POQulation 

Puerto.Rico 
. Taiwil.1J 

Israel 
tflexico 

Indonesia 
Phil ippines 
Iran 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Tha iland 

1948 

40.2 
39.7 
28.6 
44.6 

Late 1960s 

48.3 
44.7 
45.4 
49.5 
46.3 
42.8 

1967 

25.4 
28.1 
26.8 
41. 3 

Bri~zil 
Co'! ombia 
Pel"U 
Tur'key 
India 
Egypt 

SOURCE: UN Demographic Yearbook 

B. Agriculture 

1. Agricultural Productivity 
• . 

Change 

-14.8 
-11.6 

37.8 
44.6 
41.5 
39.6 
42.8 
44.1 

-1.8 
-3.3 

Yields per acre of the basic food 9rains of a country 
are a general indicator of the extent to which small 
farmers are going modern since the only countries with 
high yields and a high rate of increase are those in 
which small farmers have been brought into a modern 
agricultural system. As one person has expressed the 
point, "Food shortages are not.due to a lack of 
technology, but to the. inability to apply existing 
technology." The following table shows the enormous 
variation in capacities to apply technology. 

Foodgrain Yields: 1948-50 to 1968-70 (pounds per- acre) 

1948-50 1968-70 Increase 

Taiwan 1800 3510 1710 
Egypt 2120 3370 1250 

i') ., 

\2 

I , 
f 

f 
f 
f 
! 

f 
f 
f 
t· 
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Korea 1640 2850 Yugos1 avill 1145 1210 
Ceylon 2185 1040 1265 2060 Mexico' 700 795 
Colombia 1265 565 915 1480 Chile 1125 565 
Thai'land 1190 

1630 505 
India 640 

1670 480 945 Turkey 835 11 05 305 
Peru 1225 270 
Phil ippines 1495 270 930 1145 Brazil 1170 215 ' 
Iran 900 

1225 55 
Tunisia 440 

950 50 395 -45 
Ja pa n 2920 4285 USA 1495 1665 
Denmark 2670 

2895 1400 
Gt. Britain 2155 

3860 1190 3170 J015 

2. fertil izer Con;;umption 

When fertilizer usa . . 
with, consumption o3~h~St~1~~ua11y~othi~g.to start 
milch fertiLizer a co lse V(f;~,;/rapldjy. How 
much accordi ng to d unt? ought to I"I~e var'fes very 

... and physical condit~~~ , ~he tYP~l ~f farming system, 
the following table that i owever, lt l~ c~ear from 
usage is much less than itnshanrdc~untrles fe~ti~izer 
reason is the low usage rat' ou e. Th~ prlnclpa1 

e among small farmers. 

( Fertilizer Consumption 1969/70 
Pounds fertilizer nutrie~t per acre) 

Japan 
Ta iwan 
Korea 
Egypt 
Yugoslavia 
USA 
CeY1on~ 
Mexico 
Philippines and Turkey 
Thailand 
India . 
Morocco 

. " .. 

415 
266 
206 
103 
76 
74 
54 
21 
16 
12 
10 
7 

~; 

I 
.1 

~.' 
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3. Agricu11tural Credit 

Preliminary research on production credit suggests that 
the annual requirement is somewhere in the neighborhood 
of a quarter or more of gross annual agricultural 
product. The proportion of farmers receiving 
institutional credit should be 60-80%. which can be 
taken to mean that such .credit. is available to all 
farmers. There are always some who do not need it or 
use it. 

4. Extension and Research 

More work needs to be done on quantitative measures of 
qualitative inputs. For example. looking at countries 
where agricultural extension works and where agri
cultural research is. first. good. and second. 
communicated to farmers. might give a clue to desirable 
ratios. Tentative suggestions are~ 

a. One extension worker for ever¥ 1.000 agricultural 
workers 

b. Perhaps almost as many researchers as extensfon 
workers c. Expenditures for agricultural 'research should be 
around 1% of the value of annual agricultural output. 

Rural DeveloRment 

1. Rural Capital Formation .. 
Capital.formation is a necessary component of a.n agri-'· 
cultural revo'lution as well as of other development. 
Moreover. part of this capital should come from rural 
areas. Generally speaking) if statistics are available. 
the deposits in rural banks. cooperatives and other 
institutions are ~lose to zero because local financial 
institutions that farmers are willing to use do not 
exist. In Taiwan. in 1970. such deposits amounted to 
$125 per a.c re. a nd are the pri nc ipal s o.u rce of funds for 
agricultural production credit. Taiwan has one savings 
institution for each 2.500 farms. How wel1 these ratio'-; 
would fit other countries would need to be determined. 

2. Farm-to-Market Roads 

If, general. ,geographically dispersed development :js to 
occur. a country must move from an acute shortage of 
farm-to-market roads (including canals where feasible) 
to adequacy in some reasonably~short period. say one 

! 
I 
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decade: A possible standard of adequac rna be 2 1/2 
~~n~.m1i~sr~:c~o~~i:o~a~~~hi~q~a~:c~JleYof ~ultiv~ted 
construction of about 1/4 mile of de would re9u1re 
square mil ' roa per cultlVa ted 
m'l f edPer year',lf the country starts with 1/2 
1 e 0 roa per cult1vated square mile. 

Farm-to-Market Roads - Ratio f ~~~o~M~i~le~s~~t~o~C~u~1~t1~'v@a~t~ed~S~g~.JM~iJl~es 

U.S.A. 
Ta iwan 
East Pakistan 
Chi1 e 
Colombia 

3.28 Philippines 1 
2 67 

.14 
. India 

2.45 West Pakistan .7~ 
1.91 Tunisia .7 
1.59 Iran .. 58 .47 

SOURCE: Statesmen's Yearbook and FAO Production Yearbook 

Note: The metric e9ui va 1 ent of 2 1/2 - 3 mil es of road' 
fn~/~q~a~e3/Jl~ of c

f
u1tivated area is approximate~~ 

m. 0 road to one square km.; 

' .. 

3. Location of Faci1 ities· 

. A good deal can be told ab t th ,- . 
dey~lopment ~y statistics ~~ theed1~~~1~~t~~ne~~nomic 
~:~~~~~ ~~{~1~~~ i~~i~!;~eOsfbtehtween the capital or the 
3/4 f· th a e country For exampl 

,0 e telephones in Thailand are i 'B e. 
Ta1wa~~ ~he proportion in Taipei is muc~ l~~~~ok'Th!n 
~~~~ 1n o~ unequal .d~stribution is true of p~st 
sti~~~~' sc 0015. cl1n1cs. factories. financial in-

. tell a l~~~d~~~~h~~~~~'t~!C~b,i~Ch simple statistics 
ge~ development underway outs1d~t~fo~r~ government to 
Wh1~h. again. tells something about thea~t~~mpl~xes. 
agr~culture. Work is needed before standard~ ~f 
per ormance 'can be developed. 

D.. Industry and Power 

1. Manufacturing Output 

In countries with little industry an . put of 10% or m .. • 1 ncrease of out-
least a d~cade.o~~dP~~s;~~~yO~~~~r!f.be possible for at 

.' 
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" ,'n Manufacturing Output 1960-69 Percent·Increase 

2. 

·Korea 
Taiwan 
India 
Pakistan 
Mexico 
Philippines . 
Brazi~ and Colombla 
Chile 

Av. An. Rate 
of Increase 

20.4 
18.0 
11. 2 
11.1 
8.6 
8.1 
5.8 
4.8 

SOURCE: UN Statistical Yearbook 

Electricity 

d t'on is more than 100 kwh. per If electric power pro uc ~ increase of close to 10% is 
capita per year, an an~~a is less than 100 kwh p~r 
acceptable. If produc n~~~e increases are mis'leadlng 
capita per year, ~erc~ is so low. Below iOO kw~ an 
~ecause the sltoarktlhng ra~~Pita per year appears to be a lncrease of w pe 
reasonable target. 

P (kwh per capita) 1948-1969 Increase ;n Electric ower _ _ _ 

Puerto Rico 
Yugoslavia 
Ta'iwan 
Israel 

Brazi 1 
Mexico 
Argentina 
Chile 

Korea 
Egypt 
Turkey 
India 
Morocco 

1948 1969 

218 2582 
129a/ 1128 
116- 824 
364 2156 

138 458 
162 522 
281 829 
484 746 

65!?! 256 
55r;] 225 
34 228 
16 105 
44 127 

Increase 

2364 
999 
708 

1792 

420 
360 
548 
262 

191 
170 
194 

89 
83 

~1949 £/1958 0'1953 . 
SOURCE: UN Vlorld Energy Supp11es 

Kwh per 
Av. An. Capita 
Percent per year 

Increase Increase 

12.5 
10.9 
10.3 
8.8 

5,8 
5.7 
5.2 
2.0 

17.4 
10.6 
9.2 
4.2 
3.9 

1 
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E. Educati6n 

1. Since UNESCO recently changed the statistical basis 
f.or calculating primary and secondary enro11ment, 
international comparisons for the 1950s and 1960s 
are not possible. On the other hand, the new series 
represent a considerable improvement so that 
international comparisons in the future will be 
more reliable than they have been. 

2. Third Level SchOOl Enrollment 

Universities, technical schools, normal schools and 
others beyond the secondary level should have 500 
students per 100,000 total population. Because of 
the enormous variations among countries in the 
starting point, it is hard to suggest an opttmum rate 
of increase toward this goal. . 

Increase in Third Level Students Per 100,000 People 
(1950-1967) 

1950 1967 Change 
Brazil 98 251 153 Ta iwan 87 1054 967 Egypt 167 565 398 Chile 160 625 465 Turkey 118 384 266 India 113 225 112 Paki stan 93 278 i85 Colombia 94 268 174 Iran 34 149 115 Tunisia 50 161 111 Morocco 15 .64 49 Ma 1 ays'f a 5 184 179 Tha iland 141 102 -39 Mexico 1315 338 202 Korea 126 574 448 

Health 

1. Infant Mortalit~ 

If infant mortality is high to start with, say 75 per 
1,000 or more~ then a reduction of arQund 3 per 1,000 
per year would be a reasonable standard ~nti1 the 
rate is down to less than 30 per 1,000. Such a 
decline can be taken as evidence of a reasonably 
effect; verura 1 health service. 

". j.l 
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Infant Mol"ta 1 i tx: Per 1,000 Live Births {l948-1969} 

1948 1969 Change 

U.S.S.R. 81.0 25.8 -58.2 
Taiwan 56.6 17.5 -39.1 
Puerto Rico 78.3 28.2 -50.1 
Phi1 ippines 114.4 67.2 -47.2 
Colombia 136.1 70.4 168 -65.7 
Chile 147.0 91.6 168 -55.4 
U.S.A. 32.0 20.7 -11 .3 
Mexico 99.7 68.4 -31.3 

Medical Personnel 

Effective me~ical services require a variety of 
different kinds of personnel. Hence ratios of nurses 
to doctors, medical technicians to doctors and 
something about midwives probably are a better 
indicator of progress in health than the ratio of 
doctors to the population, although this is commonly 
used (partly 'because itls an available statistic). 
Suggested ratios are 2 or 3 nurses to one doctor and 
4 to 6 technicians to one doctor. Rates of progress 
require more research. 

Number of Peoele Per Doctor 

1950 ls Late 1960 ls Cha,nge 

Israel 435 410 -25 
Puerto Rico 2335 1010 -1325 
Turkey 3295 2260 -1035 
Iran 6640 9330 -2690 
India 6395 4830 -1565 
Pakistan 34300 5350 -.28960 
Tunisia 6750 7350 590 
Morocco 11370 13160 1790 
Venezuela 2290 1120 -1170 
Peru 4210 ,1890 -2320 
Chile 1900 1810 -90 
Colombia 2740 2220 -520 
Phil i ppines 12300 1390 -W91O 
Thailand 7510 8530 1020 
U.S.A. 760 650 ,..110 
Mexico 2490 1850 -640 

··T······,· 
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~TATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

h EVALUATIVE RESEARCH STRATEGIES 
American Institutes for Researc 'AIR 135 North Be11efie1d Ave., 

AND METHODS, 1970, 160 pp', $' 00 'i- Pi ttsburgh, Pa. 15213. Pn ce 5. . 
, thia SOCIETY, POLITICS AND ECONOMIC 

Adelman, Irma and Morr;s, cynThe johns Hopkins Press, 1967. 
DEVELOPMENT, Balt1more, 

o THE ADMINISTRATOR ON IMPROVING AlDis 
Bernstein, Joel, REPORT T F b 1968,36 pp. plus attachments. 

PROGRAM ~VALUATIONC' e20523 ARC* Ca ta log No. 353.1, B 531. 
AID/Wash1ngton, D. . . 

. d voted to the meaning, purpose, 
Sections of thls report are leat;on' motivational problems 1n 
and rationale o~ progra~ dvaU~' a d~scriptionof the pro~osed 
getting evaluat10n carr1e 0 'ctions required to establlSh 
A.I.D. evaluation system; andA\s titled liThe Nature of AI91s 
this system. Attac~m:nt.TAB ram Evaluation and Other AID 
Assignment"; TAB B ~l~~~n~ ~~~~d the_Evaluation Function ~f 
Functions"; and T~~ B \ n the Proposed System?" There 1 s 
Various A.I.D. Of lches :ncipal general conclusions. 
also a summary of t e pr1 

.' A I.D. PERSONNEL -- EVALUATION OF 
Boston Unlvers1ty, REPO~~ ~~RICA' PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS'h 

THEIR PERFORMANCE . P p~red for AID/Washington by t e 
Jan. 10, 196~, 67 PPt' ~~~ton University, Boston, Mass. 
African Stud1es Cen er; J 

ARC Catalog No. AFR 353.1, B 747. 
. . . expressed by A.I.D. personnel 

The ReP9rt corytains lryfo~a~~~nand some of the frustration and. 
regarding thelr work 1nd rTh is a summary of the recommenda-
difficulties encount~re . . ere on wa s of obtaining more . 
tions ~ade by those 1nterv,ewe~re col~ected from 61 in~erv1ews 
effectlve performance. ~atao~ 1964 to 1966. Tables glve a 
conducted during the perlod l' s to questions used in the 
statistical summary of the rep le 
survey. 

,. R A L nton, C.W. Jung and J.A. 
Bumgardner, H.L, W. E'6~shAM LEAbERSOF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Rigney, A MAN~~tD~NG PROJECTS, June 1971 •. Dev~loped for 
INSTITUT~ON B b N th Carolina State Unlversltys AID/Wash,ngton y or , 
Raleigh, N.C. 

. } CASE STUDIES TO ACCOMPANY GETTING 
Borton, Raymond EMO~i~~~or ESSENTIALS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND t 

AGRICULTURE 967' 302 pp The Agricultural Developmen 
MODERNIZATION. 1. . . 

*A.I.D. Reference Center 

'1 
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Council, 630 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10020. Price $2.25. 

Contains 35 case,~tudies on agricultural development. Some 
cases are pure1y descriptive; many cover the results achieved 
and the si gnificant factors contributi ng to achi evernents. 

Esman. Milton J., THE INSTITUTION BUILDING CONCEPTS - AN 
INTERIM APPRAISAL. March 1967, 66 pp. Prepared under an 
A.I.D. Contract csd-763 by the Inter-University Research 
Program in Institution Building, Graduate School of Public 
and International Affairs, University of Pittsburgh, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213. ARC Catalog No. 378.866, I61. 

Based on four field projects in Nigeria, Thailand, Ecuador, 
and Turkey, the author examines the points he believes are of 
primary importance in establ ishi ng a successful ir:stitution
building program. The environment of an institution is studied 
to determine the factors which, if properly used, would serve 
to make a program of institutional development successful'. In 
his conclusion the author suggests 10 points which he feels 
should be used as guidelines by practitioners interested in 
institution-building theory. 

German Foundation for Developing Countries, METHODS AND 
PROCEDURES OF EVALUATION IN DEVELOPMENT AID. Berlin 
Conference Report, Nov. 18-22, 1966, 211 pp. Deutsche 
Stiftung Fur Entwicklungsllinder, 53 Bonn. Simrockstrasse 
1. West Germany. ARC Catalog No. 309.223, G 373. 

Contains full transcripts of summaries and presentations on 
project and program evaluation methods used by nine international 
agencies and eight donor governments. The reports of six 
ad hoc working groups formed by the conference are included. 
These reports discuss the types of divisions within agencies 
handling evaluation, and present criteria for joint donor/ 
recipient approaches to evaluation. Also considered are the 
means and methods of evaluating capital aid, training programs 
and the social impact of development aid. There is a 20-page 
bib1iography. . 

Hayes, Samuel P., Jr., EVALUATING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS. 
Technology and Society Series. UNESCO Document Number 
SS.65/V.17/A. Second ed., revised 1966. 116 pp. United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
Place de Fontenoy, Paris 7e, France. U.S. Sales Office:· 
UNESCO ~ublications Center, P.O. Box 433, New York, N.Y. 
1.0016. Price $2.50 .. ARC Catalog No. 309.22,072, H 418. 

This publication was first published in 1959 under the. title, 
MEASURING THE RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS. It suggests 
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analytical techni~ues for measuring social and e~onomic 
development projects to find out just how effect1ve the 
projects have been. D~scribe: steps ~hich.s~ould be ~ken 
before project evaluat10n beg1ns and 1dent1f1es the k1nd of 
data which project evaluators need. Suggests ways to ~~llect 
data and how to analyze and interpret them. An append1~ 
provides a brief discussion ~f methods of ~a~ple select1on, 
classifying, coding, tabulat1ng and summar1z1ng data. There 
is a three-page bibliography. 

Herzog, El i zabeth, SOME GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATIVE ~ESEARCH, 
~ U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., Children1s Bureau, Wash1ngton, D.C., 
'(' 1959. 

Higgins Benjamin liThe Evaluation of Technical Assistance,1I 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL, Vol. XXV, No.1, Winter 1969-70, 
pp. 34-55. Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 
31 Wellesley St. East, Toronto 284, Canada. Single copy 
price $2.00. U.S. Department of State Library No. I 638. 

The author, a prefessor of economic: at the ~niversi~y OIf 
Montreal, draws. on his experience w1th techmcal ass1stance 
missions in ten countries, and with two special evaluation 
missions for OECD and the UN in Greece and Libya, to outline 
what he considers to be the main problems of evaluating 
technical assistance programs. He lists certain basic require
ments of the development process indicating. that technical 
assistance is only one factor among many Wh1Ch are necessary 
for economic development. He describes certain common com
plaints advanced by donor and recipi~nt governments about 
technical assistance, and suggests, 1n broa~ terms, some of the 
questions which need to be asked in evaluat1ng such programs. 

Higgins, Benjamin, Alexander Stavrianopoulos and Angus 
Maddison, FOREIGN SKILLS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN GREEK 
DEVELOPMENT, 1966, 169 pp. Development Center of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 

U.S. address: OECD Publications Center, Suite 1305, 
1750 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Price $3.50. U.S. Department of State Library No. HC 
295.M 24. 

The report is an apprai:al of the techni<;al assistance" 
furnished Greece from b1lateral and mu'lt1lateral sourc~s . 
during the period roughly between .1954 and,. 1963. Cons~de~atlon 
is given to high-level policy advlsors as well as spec~allzed 
technicians operatin9 at the gras:roots lev~l. There.1s~n 
examination of: (1) the econom1C and soc1al sltuat10n 1n 
Greece during the time covered, (2) the sKills needed for 
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ra~id growth, (3) how foreign training supplemented Greek 
Skllls, (4) the channel~ ?f aid, (5) the role of different 
don?r:, ~nd.(6) the efflc1ency off technical assistance 
ad~l~l~tratlo~. One conclusion drawn was the importance of 
ut1ll~lng reg~onal planning within the overall framework of 
technlcal ass1stance. Finally, the report considers how 
Greece, as a donor, has helped other developing countr1es. 

Hirschman! Al~ert 0., DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS OBSERVED Bi"ookings 
Instltutlon. ' 

Hyman, Herbert, S~RV~Y DESIGN AND ANALYSIS, The Free Press 
Glencoe, Illlno'ls, 1955. ' 

Hyman, H~rbert a~d Wri ght, Charl es, IIEval ua ting Social Action 
P~ogramsll. 1 n Paul Lazarsfeld, Will iam Sewell and Harold 
W1lensky (Eds.), USES OF SOCIOLOGY, Basic Books New York 
1967. ' , 

Jacoby, Neil H., EVALUATION OF AGRARIAN STRUCTURES AND AGRARIAN 
REFORM PROGRAMS, FAO Agricultural Studies No. 69, 1966. 

Jacoby, Neil H., AN EVALUATION OF U.S. ECONOMIC AID TO FREE 
CHlNA,1951-1965. A.I.D. Discussion Paper No. 11. 
January 1966, 99 pp. Prepared under Contract to the 
Bureau for the Far East, AID/Washington, D.C. 20523. 
ARC Catalog No. CH 309.223551249, J 17. . 

The r~port is a comprehensive analysis of the U.S. ai; program 
to Ta1wan. In the Preface, A.I.D. Administrator Bell identifies 
the report as a milestone study which will be of use for years 
t? come. The author develops his own tests for deciding whether 
a1d has or has not been useful. Economics, social and' political 
development a~e discussed, and there is a summary of lessons 
learned relatlVe to the U.S. foreign economic aid policy. 

Kerwin, Harry W., AN ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM 
OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO EDUCATION CONDUCTED IN IRAN 
BY THE GOVERNME~T OF THE UN~TED STATES FROM 1952 TO 1962. 
1964, 285 pp. A doctoral d1ssertation submitted to the 
Grad~ate School of EdUcation at American University, 
Washlngton, D.C. ARC Catalog No. IR 370.0955, K 41, 

The d~ssertationgives a detailed historical overview of 
practlCa lly a 11 education programs in Iran and how they were 
supporte,d by U. S. technical assistance efforts. In the 
sum]ary chapter the author evaluates the positive and negative 
!actors affecting these programs. These factors are divided 
lnt~ ~hefollo~i~g fiv~ categories: personnel, economic, 
pollt1cal, adm1n1stratlve and socio-cultural._ 
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Legum, Colin (Ed:), THE FIRST U.N. DEVELOPMENT DECADE AND ITS 
LESSONS FOR THE 1970s~ 312 pp., Praeger Publishers, Inc., 
111 Fourth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003. Price $15.00. 
U.S. Department of State Library No. JX 1977. F 56, 

The publication was issued in cooperation with the Vienna 
Institute of Development. It includes a review of technical 
assistance activities during the 19605. The role of both the 
developed and the developing cDuntries are discussed. Ten 
leaders concerned with economic development programs explain 
their views regarding technical assistance and some of the 
l~ssons which have been learned. Other authors present their 
clbservations and comments. The total input of ideas results 
in a variety of opinions regarding the best way to proceed with 
the development decade of the 1970s. 

Maynard, Paul J., & Polachart Kraiboon~ EVALUATION OF THE MUONG 
PHIENG CLUSTER AREA, September, 1969, prepared for USAID/ 
Vientiane~ Laos by Stanford Research Institute. 

Niehoff, Arthur H. (Editor)_ A CASE BOOK OF SOCIAL CHANGE, 1966, 
312 pp.' A1dine Publishing Co., 320 West Adams St., 
Chicago, Ill. 60606. 

Nlneteen case studies evaluating attempts to introduce change 
in 16 different developing countries. There is also a chapter 
on.tne process of innovation. 

Normington, Louis W., TEACHER EDUCATION AND THE AGENCY FOR 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 197Q, 186 pp. Prepared for the 
Office of Education and Human Resources, Bureau for 
Technical Assistance, AID/Washington, by the American 
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, One Dupont 
Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036. 

Contains descriptions of technic.al assistance programs and 
case studies. 

OECD, THE EVALUATION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, Technical 
Assistance Evaluation Studies Series, 1969, 134 pp. 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
Paris. U.S. address: OECD, Publications Center, Suite 
1305, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington,> D.C. 
20036. Price: $2.90. U.S. State Department Library 
Catalogue No. HC 60.064. 

This report is the first in a series based on lessons learned 
from the OEEC-OECD technical assistance program which has been 
in operation since 1969. Part I of this publication is a 
study of evaluation plus appended case studies prepared by 
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the OECD ~ecr~tariat. Sections are devoted to a discussion 
of the obJect~ves, types" methods and limitations of evaluation. 
Part II contalns reports on technical assistance evaluation 
me~hods ~sed by SWeden, the German Federal Repub1 ic and the 
Um ted States. ~art II lis comprised of statements regarding 
the OECD.evaluat~on report made at the OECD Technica'l 
C?oP7ratl0n Co~mlttee Meeting, November 8, 1968. A 14-page 
~lbllOgr~phy llsts ?ver 100 ~u~lications on evaluation from 
lnternatlonal agencles, partlclpating OECD countries and 
non-governmental organizations. 

Owens, Edgar, ~nd Robert.Shaw, DEVELOPMENT RECONSIDERED, 
Heath Lexlngton BOOKS, Lexington, Mass., 1972. 

Phi 11 ips, Hiram S., HANDBOOK FOR DEVELOPMENT: CHANGING . 
ENVIRONMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS, June 1967 344 pp 
Offi~e of rnstitu~ional Development, Bure~u for L~tin 
Amerlca, AID/Washlngton. ARC Catalog No. 309.2, P559. 

See Chapter VII, "Judging Progress~. Also note case studies, 
Chapters VIII through XI. 

Rice, E. B" EXTENSION IN THE ANDES: AN EVALUATION OF OFFICIAL 
U. S. ASSISTANCE TO AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICES IN 
CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA, AID EVALUATION PAPER No 3 
(condensation and 3~ complet~), EvalUation Staff, ~ureau 
for Program and POllCY Coordlnation, AID/Washington. 

Aff eva~uation ?f of!icial U.S. Assistance to agr'icultura1 
exte~s10n serv'c~s ,n twelve countries of Central and South 
Amer,:a between .942 and 1968. The study addresses two 
~ues~10n~: was the US effective in building viable extension 
~nstltutl0ns, .and have those institutions had a significant 
lmpact on agrlcultural prodctivity? The Author concludes that 
on both counts the programs accomp1 i shed far less than expected 
partl~ because the role of extension is rural development ' 
was mlsunderstood. 

Schultz~ The?dore W., THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF EDUCATION, Columbia 
U~lv~rslty Press, New York, 1963 (69 pp. plus 18 pp. of 
blbl10graphy). . 

Sheldon, E1 eanor B. and Moore, Wil bert E. (Eds.), INDICATORS FOR 
SOCIAL CHANGE: CONCEPTS AND MEASUREMENTS, New York, 
Russell Sage FOUndation, 1968. 

Smart, Lyman F. (Editor), PROCEEDINGS: REGIONAL CONfERENCE 
ON I~ST.ITurION BUILDING. Conference held under the 
ausplces of the Utah International Education Consortium 
and the U. S. Agency for International Development-in 
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Logan, Utah,. Aug. 17-21. 1970. 

See particl!larly the repol't of Commit~ee G, pages 53-61, titled 
"Utilization of Project Planning, Revlew and Assessment of 
Maturity to Facilitate Maximum Project Resu1tsll. See also . 
W. N. Thompson's paper, 11~deas aryd P~ocedu~es ,for. the ~val~atlon 
of Progress and Maturity 1n Inst~tutlon BU11~lnQ ' pp. 129 l40~ 
and Jackson A. Rigney's, uGuidel1nes for AchH~vlng the Most 
from Participation in Overseas Contracts", pp. 141-149. 

S ru t Dirk J Francis B. Elder. Simo~ D. Messing, Mary K. 
p YW~de, Bro~ks Ryder, Julius S. Prince and Yohannes ~seghe, 

"f:thiopia's. Health Program -- Its Impact on Commumty 
H~alth" in the ETHIOPIAN MEDICAL JOURNAL, Vol: 5, No.3, 
July 1967, 87 pp Ethiopian Medical Assn., AddlS Ababa, 
Ethiopia. ARC Catalog No. ET 614.0963 E 84. 

The evaluation of public health services made in this repo~t, 
covers the six-year period from 1961 to 1967. Health COndltlons 
in three selected health center communiti~s and three matched 
control communities were stud'jed at t~e tlme the heal th center 
programs were being initiated and agaln three to four yea~s 
later in order to measure program effect~veness. The perlod 
between these baseline and resurvey studles w~s used to c~rry 
out several special studies including a functl0nal anal~sls of 
each health center program. ~n an~l~sis of Health ~ervlce 
activities is made, diseases ldent,fled, health attltudes 
studi.js, and aspirations noted. One ,of the a~t~ors notes that 
if a program is to improve there must be ~ crltlca1 and honest 
examination of rnistaltes as well as recognlZe~ ~llccesses. As.a 
resu1t of this evaluation study, tw~1ve speclflc recommendatl0ns 
for improvements in the Ethiopian health program are made. 

. Suchman, Edward A., EVALUATIVE RESEARCH: PRINCIPLES AND 
".! PRACTICE IN PUBLIC SERVICE AND SOCrAL ACTION PROGRAMS, 
r~ Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1967. 

Thomas, D. Woods. and Judith G. Fender (I=:ds.), PROCEEDINGS: 
. CONFERENCE 0N INSTITUTION BUILDING AND TECHNICAL, 

ASSISTANCE, Sponsored by the Agency f?r, Iryternatlonal , 
Development and the Committee on Instltut1?nal.Cooperatlon, 
Dec. 4-5, 1969, 164 pp. Committee ory Instltutlonal 
Cooperation, 1603 Orrington Ave., SUlte 790, Evanston, 
Illinois 60201. ARC Catalog N,o. 309.223 A 265K. 

UNESCO, "Evaluation Techniques", INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE 
BULLETIN Vol. VII, No.3, 1955, UNESCO, 19 Avenue Kleber, 
Paris 16~t France. 
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United Nations, EVALUATION OF PROGRAMMES OF TECHNICAL CO
OPERATION, AGENDA ITEM 15, Document E/4151, May 3, 1966, 
92 pp. Report of the Secretary qeneral of the Economic 
and Social Council, United Nations, New York, N.Y. 
ARC Catalog No. 309.223~ U S8c. 

This report is in response to a resolution of the UN Economic 
and Social Council calling for a systematic and objective 
evaluation of the impact and effectiveness of technical 
cooperation carried out by the United Nations family of 
organizations. Addenda 1-3 of this report reproduce the 
intensive coul1try evaluation studies carried out in Thailand, 
Chile and Tunis. The report of the Secretary General summarizes 
the scope and method of the country si;udies and his findings, 
observations and recommendations based on them. The country 
reports provide information on the cteficiencies and shortcomings 
as well as the successes of technical cooperation programs. 
Various methods and standards are reviewed by which objective 
evaluative judgments can be made. It is pointed out that 
program evalUation will contribute to increased project 
effectiveness, provide perspective for future programs and 
assist in the formulation of essential standards for the 
evaluation process. 

United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, REVIEW AND 
APPRAISAL OF PROGRESS IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR, Working 
paper submitted to Seventh Session of UN Committee for 
Development Planning (liThe Tinbergen Committee"), Geneva, 
Apri 1 1971 

United Na tions, ECOSOC, FRAMBWRK FOR APPRAISING PROGRESS 
DURING THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE, 1971 • 

USAID/Vientiane, Laos, EVALUATION, JOINT RLG/USAID ACCELERATED 
RICE PRODUCTION PROGRAM 1967 - 1969, 203 pp. Agriculture 
Di vi s ion, USAID/Vi enti ane, laos. ARC Ca ta 1 og No. LS 633.18

1
, 

U 58. 

This in .. depth study covering three years of effort to increase 
rice production in Laos pOints up the importance of joint host 
government - U.S. cooperation in project evaluation. Seventeen 
points in project development are id~ntified, and there is 
1 isted a group of actions considered necessary to further 
increase aid effectiveness. Country background data are given. 
The project goals and program are discussed and a statistical 
base for program evaluation·is outlined. The use of aerial 
photography for a land-use. inventory is suggested. 

U.S. Dept. of State, A.I.D., BUILDING INSTITUTIONS TO SERVE 
AGRICULTURE: A SUMMARY REPORT OF THE C.I.C.-A.I.D. RURAL 

\. 
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112 , . 
DEVELOPMENT RES'EARCH PROJECT, Sept. 30, 1968, 236 pp. 
Published for AID/Washington by the Committee on 
Institutional Cooperation, Purdue Research Foundation, 
La faye tte, I nd • 'cc 

See particularly Chapter IV, IIEffects on Host Institutions, II 
Chapter' VI, Section 3, IIMeasurementof Institutional Progress 
and Maturity," and ChaptetVII, IIBasic, Factors Conditioning 
Success .", ' ' 

U.S. Dept. of State, A.I.D., REPORT ON PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
PR013LEM~, Nov. 1969, 38 pp. AID/Washington, D.C. 20523. 
ARC Catalog No. 353.1 , H 54L 

A staff report prepared for A.I.D. management by a special 
study group composed of representatives from the Regional 
Bureaus and the Auditor ~eneral. The study was based on 
in-depth int~rviews of 106 A.1.D. project managers, and other 
supervisory U.S. offl'ciqls in eight recipient countries. The 
study teams deve1 oped 16 specific findings. For each of these, 

. they present a brief discussion and a series of recommendations 
designed to improve A.I.D. project management systems and 
overcome the problems revealed by the survey. 

U.S. Dept. of State, A.J.D., PARTICIPANT ASSESSMENT OF A.LD. 
TRAINING PROGRAMS - FIRST ANNUAL REPORT (Office of 
International Training, A.I.D.), May 1969. ' 

U.S. Dept. of State, A.LD., WORLD-WIDE EVALUATION OF PARTICIPANT 
TRAINING - SUMrtiARY OF PRINCIPAL,f:I:NDINGS AND PRUiARY . 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION, Marcli 1966. 

U.S. Dept. of State; A.I.D., SPRING REVIEW OF NEW CEREAL 
VARIETIES - 1969, SPRING REVIEW OF leI IS '- 1969, SPRING 
REVIEW OF LAND REFORM - 1970, SPRING REVIEW OF POPULATION 
PROGRAMS - 1970. 

Extensive evaluative documentation prepared for each of the 
above topics covering background, issues, ahalyse~, MisSion 
reports of experience -- and for Land Reform ,experience a 1so 
in non-AID countries -- summaries and recommendations. 
Documentation was prepared for Agency.,.w-lde evaluations, and ' 
to serve as permanent resource materia'l. A detailed 1 isting i, 

of the papers prepared, induding particular countries 'examined, 
is available in the card catalogue of the AID Reference Center 
(ARC). '. -

U.S. Dept. of Stpte, A.I.D., UTILIZATION OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, 
PPC/PDA EvalUation paper #4, October, 197'1. . 

'~~ 
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U.S. Dep;: Qf ~tate, A.1.D., SPRING REVIEW OF THE NEW CEREAL 
VAR ... tn~S: A PERSPECTIVE, PPC/Evaluation Staff 
Evaluatlon Paper #2, January, 1970. ' 

, 

Webb, Eugene J, et al~ UNOBTRUSIVE MEASURES: NONREACTIVE 
~~~~~RCH IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES, Chicago: Rand McNally, 

Winfield, Gerald F., BEHAVIOR CHANGE FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT 
1971, 55 pp. Washington Training Center, AID/Washingt~n. 
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